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Rhodes Rowdies s~eek To Restore Past Enthusiasm
Rowdie Leaders Meet, Plan Ways To
Increase Crowds and Excitement
By AMANDA PRUITI
e ditor in c h ief
Cheering at Harding basketball
games can occasionally involve
more than finding a black T-shirt,
purchasing bottles ofsuper-caffein-

ated drinks from the concession
and spending hours applying the
ritual face paint.
The "Rhodes Rowdies" - the
cheering section that follows the
basketball teams from Harding's
own Rhodes Fidd House to nonconference away games - musr
also conduct meetillgs and discuss
the future of che fans every now
and again.
On Monday, several leaders of
the Rhodes Rowdies an<;! other
members met in the Heritage
Auditoriu m and talked about
ways to draw more campus-wide
support as well as becoming a
more organized before Midnight
Madness, the celebration to kickoff
the upcoming men's and 'vomen's
basketball season.
Monday's Midnight Madness
will kick off' at about 11 p.m.
Harding's basketball cheering
section has been a highly-publicized
spectacle since the basketball teams
moved JO years ago &om the Ganus
Athletic Center, a gymnasium chat

"

When: Monday, Oct. 15

11 p.m.
Where: Rhodes Memorial

Field Hous e
T-shirt sales: 2007 Rhodes
Rowdies shirts will coat about

$8. Shirts will be on sale at
Midnight Madness, and orders
will be taken after the first

shipment is sold out.

seated over 5,000 fans, back into
a renovated Rhodes Field House,
a former World War II airplane
hangar where 2,000 fans can
sound like a packed house.
"All the teams that come here,
they can't wait to play at Harding,"
men's basketball coach Jeff Morgan
said. "They start talking about it
this time of year... It's an environment they love coming to."
Like most years, Harding once
again led the GulfSouth Conference
in attendance last season, ranking
22nd nationally with an average
of 1,942 fans a game.
see ROWD !ES page 3a

CRAIG RAI NBOLT IThe Bison
Members of the Rhodes Rowdies get the crowd on their feet after an exciting play in Bison basketball. "All the teams that come here, they
can't wait to play at Harding; men's basketbail coach Jeff Morgan said. "They start talking about it this time of year. It's an environment they
Jove coming to:'

Missions Pizza Companies Rolling In Dough
t
Local Pizza Directory
Prospects
Available
With WBS
By JEREMY WATSO N
copy editor

By JORDAN BAILEY
student reporter

'

Midnight Madness
Information

Afrer a presentation Sunday at
the College church ofChrist, several
Harding students are interested
in participating with World Bible
School. This ministry provides
an opportunity for students to
evangelize around the world
without the financial burden of
traveling overseas.
World Bible School has been
helping people study the Bible
since the 1950s. Currently, 141
nations are involved in either receiving or sending lessons through
the World Bible School process,
according to the Web sire www.
wbschool.org. This free ministry
teaches students globally through a
series oflessons mailed, e-mailed,
or accessed online.
After an initial request, srudenrs
receive a beginning lcsron, and mail
the completed paperwork through
a central post office to a local center
for World Bible School.
see SCHOOL page 3a

There is one thing that connects
parties, late night study sessions
and the hallways of men's dorms:
pizza. And in a college town, there
is no shortage of supply where
that is concerned.
Searcy has I 0 separate locations to b uy pizza, not counting
Harding's own cafeteria. This
Arkansas town of about 20,000
supports two Pizza Huts, a Pizza
Pro, a Pizza Inn, a Mazzio's, a
Lierle Caesar's, a Domino's, a
Brick 0'1<n, a Piccadilly Pizza
and Searcy's own Charley's Pizza.
By simply looking at the number
of "'za"-serving establishments,
one can make a good estimate on
how popular this simple circular
food really is, especially among
the college demographic.
"I once at 13 meals straight
of pizza," junior Michael C rouch
said. " I can count the number of
rimes I've gone to the caf and no t
eaten pizza on both hands."
Until this year, Harding had
its own pizza place in the student
center, Bene's Pizza. Due t o a
vote, however, it was replaced by
Taco Bell, which serves the one
food that seems to rival pizza as
the top food for college students
on a budget.
When picking a place to order

Name ·
Pizza 1-·iut East

Pi zza Hut We st
Pizza P ro
Pi zza In n
Charl ey's Pizza
Mazzio's
Little C.aes ar's
Domino's
Pic adill y Pizza
Br ick Oven

Address
2841 E. Race Ave,
1513 W. Pleasure Ave,
1211 E. Beebe Capps Expy,
2600 E. Race Ave,
809 S. Main St,
2910 E. Race Ave,
2412 E. Race Ave,
3511 E. Race Ave,
2026 W. Beebe Capps Expy,
1400 W. Beebe Capps Expy,

pizza, students said they consider
pri ce and c onveni en ce. Junior
Bryce K.i ttin.ger said he normally
gets his pizz a from Pizza Pro.
"It's chea p and they deliver,"
Kirtinger s a id. "I buy a pizza
maybe once every week or two,
but my roo mmace orders a lot
more, and I think that's why he
orders frorr1 there too: because
they deliver. "
While cost is always important
for a studen t on a budget, quality is obviously a m ajor factor
as well.
"Even tho ugh Pizza Pro raised
prices, I think th ey're the best
quality," C rouch said .
So me s cu,;~ents said they consider specific . aspects of a pizza
b efore choosi pg a place to grace
with their cd rhmerce.
"Crust is ~key," junior Patrick
C overt said . " \'I/ hen people chicle

Phone

268-5868
268-4276
268-9000
268-4107
279-7771
268-9888
279-2400
305-4511
305-0006
268-3399

of crust, they normally think of
the bulky stuff on the end. Bur
the crust is the bottom of the
pizza as well.
"The crust h olds the pizza
together. Ir's not just texture; it's
the flavor of the crust that makes
a difference."
Several stud ents said their
favorite pizza place is Charley's
Pizza, a h omegro,vn, locallyowned restaurant on Main Street.
Charley's opened in July 2002 and
was established by Searcy residents
Charley Farrell and his son-in-law,
Kevin Rinstz. Farrell's daughter,
Denise Rinstz, and her husband
then bought the company and
now own and operate Charley's.
Sophomore Paul Burkhead said
he likes Charley's unique taste
compared ro that of the bigger
corporations.
see PIZZA page 3a

TYLER JONES I The Bison
A Charley's Pizza employee weighs the cheese before applying it on
a pizza during the dinner crowd on Wednesday night before church
services. Charley's is one of nearly 10 pizza restaurants in Searcy, but
it is the only non-chain restaurant.

Camaraderie Holds Band Together
By ASHTON REELY
news e ditor
On the south side of campus, a
group ofhard-working, driven individuals meet each day on a practice
field. They pack their belongings
and head back to Harding a week
early, while the rest of the student
body continues to cherish the last
days ofsummer. Bartling the August
heat, they continue to strive for
performance perfection.
Though the Harding football
team, soccer team and other programs rightfully deserve praise for
the time and effort they put forth,
another group of students also deserve recognition for what they have
brought to the Harding turf.

TheThundering Herd, Harding's

NOAH DARNELi _i Public Relatio ns
Junior Jennica Leath, one of two drum majors, helps lead the band durin g a recent fo otb•a ll game. The
Thunderi ng Herd recently completed its second show of the season e ntit led, "That Old Black Mag ic:'

marching band, represents Harding at all the home football games
and certain fall exhibitions and
parades. The Herd begin s each
season with an intense th ree-day

camp on campus before the fall
semester begins, where members
review marching fundamental s
and learn new sho\vs for the
upcoming season.
Mike Chance , director of
bands, said he has been pleased so
far with this year's performan ces.
The group just put together its
second show entitled , "That Old
Black Magic."
The show includes "Old Man
River/ Black Magic,'' "Beautiful"
from King Kong and "Spain."
The Herd began the football
season with a show based on
the music from the 60s film ,
"Tommy."
The group is led by elected
student leaders and managers who
plan devotionals, meals, movie
nights and other activities. On the
field, the group is led by junior
drum majors Jennica Leach and
Angela Withrow.
Leath said she has loved h er

" The shows are harder
to pul I off than they
look. It takes quite
a bit of practice and
time, but it is fun and
worthwhile."
Je nnica Leath
junior

exp eri en ce in band and wants
to encourage ochers to join the
group.
"I would like to let people
know that we need more people
in band," Leath said . " Because
we spend so much time together,
we form really close friendships
with each other and learn to work
together and motivate each other.
-!be shows are harder to pull off
than they look. It takes quite a
bit of practice and time, but it is
fu n and worthwhile."
see BAND page 3a
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Man Receives Life
Sentence For Kidnaps

ex1

Michael Devlin was charged with more than 80
counts earlier· this week for his heinous crimes
against two boys-Shawn Hornbeck, who was
kidnapped in 2002, and Ben Ownby, who was
abducted on January 8. Devlin's crimes encompassed kidnapping, attempted murder, and sexual
assault. He holds multiple
life charges against himself, which guarantee that
he will remain behind bars
for his life's remainder.
While riding his bike,
Hornbeck was abducted
at gunpoint; when Devlin
attempted to kill Hornbeck,
the boy coerced him out
DEVLIN
of it, promising that he
would do anything for
Hornbeck if only his life would be spared. Hornbeck
then became Devlin's 'slave,' ordered to do whatever Devlin willed. When Ownby was abducted, he
also underwent a similar ordeal.
Due to a student's observation of a white pickup
truck, which correlated to Devlin, authorities were
able to locate Devlin's residence and rescue the
boys on January 12.
Washington Country prosecutor Rupp stated
that since parole for Devlin would only be in sight
if he lived to be more than 100 years old, he was
content with the sentences.
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Shootings Ravage
Wisconsin Town
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On Sunday, an off-duty police officer murdered
six young people in a rampage in Crandon, Wisco11sin.
The police officer Tyler Peterson entered a
home in which some young people had gathered,
including his ex-girlfriend. Apparently an argument
erupted, and Peterson left, only to return with a AR15 Assault Rifle with which he fired 30 rounds into
the home; only one individual survived.
'We are in shock and disbelief that he would do
such terrible things. This was not the Tyler we knew
and loved," stated Peterson's parents Steve and
Laurel Peterson.

11·1,(J.

Olympian Jones Loses
Reputation, Medals

Due to her confession that she used the forbidden performance-enhancing drug "the clear,"
Olympic sprinter Marion Jones must contend with
her tarnished reputation,
a loss of five Olympic
medals, a possible loss of
$100,000 in prize money,
and a two-year suspension from her sport.
The medals are currently on their way to
the U.S. Olympic Headquarters, from where
JONES
they will proceed to the
International Olympic Committee.
Jim Scheer, the USOC's main executive officer,
said, "We've done what we can. We've got the
medals in our possession, and we will return them
to the IOC."
The USOC is striving more adamantly to bust
Olympic athletes using forbidden drugs in an effort
to create a clean image of the U.S. team.

Enormous Pumpkin
Wins Contest
For 34 years, a contest in which contestants
compete for the claim to the heaviest pumpkin
occurs at the Half Moon Bay Art and "Pumpkin
Festival in Half Moon Bay, California. This year's
winner was Thad Starr of Pleasant Hill, Oregon,
whose pumpkin tipped the scales at 1,524 pounds,
compared to last year's winner of 1, 223 pounds.
Starr competed against roughly 80 hopefuls for his
prize: $6 per pound of the pumpkin, which bagged
$9144 for Starr.
"It's the thrill of the victory. And it's the fruition of
a year's work," remarked Starr.
Officials from the San Mateo County Agricultural
Commissioner's Office scrutinized the pumpkins as
they were lowered onto a five-ton maximum scale.
The top five heaviest pumpkins remained on exhibit
at the festival throughout the week.
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Senior Griff McMurray skims through costumes for a perfe<Ct fit. McMurray plays Lieutenant Rooney in the play, "Arsenic and Old Lace," which
opened yesterday.

"I am sorry for disappointing you all in so
many ways."
-Marion Jones, Olympic sprinter, writing in a letter
addressed to her friends and
family regarding her recent
confession of drug use, which
has resulted in her forfeiture of
five metals won at the Sydney
Olympics, as well as a two-year
suspension.

"It appears they were
drunk ... And one
punched the magnificent
masterpiece by Monet."
-French Culture Minister
Christine Albanel, regarding the
five trespassers who tore a hole
in Monet's "Le Pont d' Argenteuil" in Paris' Mus D' 'Orsay on
Sunday.

"Thi1:s is an assault on
African Americans and
therefore it is an assault on every one of
us. I. know I speak on
behalf of every member
of our communities in
condemning this horrible
action."

~

"Hundreds of people are
dropping all over the city.

WI

-A Chicago Fire Official, concerning the 88-degree
weather that resulted in the
city's marathon's cancellation;
one runner died.
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"I completely appreciate
the sensitive nature of all
-Columbia University
this, but all the appropriPresiident Lee C. Bollinger, react- ate paperwork was filed."

ing to the placement of a noose
on a black professor's door on
Tues1day. The culprits) have yet
to b€~ identified.

"It was a sobering experience."
-Actress Lindsay Lohan,
recalling her time in a Utah alcohol treatment center, from which
she irecently checked out.
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-Houghton County Medical Examiner Dr. Dawn Nulf, in
reference to the exhumation of
deceased George Gipp, a Notre
Dame football player to whose
credit is the emotion-filled cry,
"Win one for the Gipper." For
50 years Gipp held the school
rushing record; he was also the
school's first All-American selection.
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OCT.12

OCT.13

Transformers

Ratatouille

7 & 9 p.m., Benson

7 & 9 p.m., Benson

Lady Bison Soccer
vs. North Alabama, 7 p.m.

OCT.15
- The number of
seconds required to
carve a face into a
pumpkin to match
the world record.

f The B·i~on

Social Club Optional
Round 4 Mixers
(Invitation Only)

OCT.14
No Events
"

;'Arsenic and Old Lace"
7 p.m~ Ulrey Performing Arts
Center

OCT.16
Karaoke Night
7 p.m., Student Center

OCT.17
No Events
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BAND: Friendships, Memories Are The Keys To Legacy

JEFF MONTGOMERY I Public Relations
One of the Rhodes Rowdies gets the fans pumped up by running
around the court with the Harding flag . Harding is known within the
conference for its fan participation and enthusiasm.

ROWDIES: Midnight Madness

Kris Perkins said he has learned
that determination and hard
work is the key to the program's
success.
"The student leadership
is really what keeps the band
together," Perkins said.
"The band unites under
stron g student leadership and
accomplishes its goals through
healthy self-motivation and
determination. I have learned
perseverance from participating
in band."
"It has unwaveringly taught
me dedication and the valu e of
personal commitment," Ryan
Locke said.
Chance said there are life-long
lessons that can come from being
a part of a musical program.
''.All of our performers are there
because they love what they do
and are willing to make an honest commitment to the group,"
Chance said.
"That reflects real life. Sure,
there are the other things roo-:--the
Frisbee games, the after-game
parties and the trips-but 1 think

the most special and lasting thing
is the group bond, rhe special
identity that lasts beyond the
rehearsal hall."
Perkins said, above all else,
friendships were what have kept
the group together.
"The band lives on through
friendships," Perkins said.
"Because of the size of the
university and interference of
schedules, people are struggling
to fir band into their lives. If it
weren't for the unity and love
of each person, we wouldn't
exist."
Chance said the marching
band is open to all students who
demonstrate musical talent on
and instrument and are willing
to commit to a group.
He said rehearsals and
performances are scheduled to
allow all students to make it to
classes, get their work done and
still have rime for other social
activities.
Aristotle may have said it best
when expressing music's effect on
our lives.

CONTINUED from 1a

H owever, the student leaders
Attendance Facts
of the Rhodes Rowdies, men's
Season
Average
·basketball coach Jeff Morgan and
2006·07
1,942
Logan Light, a former Rhodes
2005:06
2,095
CONTINUED from 1a
Rowdie who now works in the
2,420
2004·05
"Charley's
tastes different than
Admissions Department, have
2,400
2003·04
all rhe other places," Burkhead
2002.03
2,625
decided the fan section at Hardsaid. "Ir's more auth entic, more
ing games sho uld be even more
*· Figures from NCAA
original. All the places like Pizza
involved.
totals
Hut taste the same, but Charley's
After all, the Bisons were
is just Charley's."
drawing more than 2,600 fans
Even people from across the
per game four seasons ago and
co untry said there is something
ranked in the top 10 nationally
special about Charley's lo cal
in NCAA !I.
flavor.
the
season
strong
as
well,
reachSenior Josh Wood, one of the
"This is the greatest pizza I've
leaders of the Rhodes Rowdi es ing the semifinals of the GSC
this season, said one of the goals Tournament and finished third ever had that I didn't make," said
Eric Petty, the youth minister of
this year is to return the cheering in the GSC West.
Morgan said his players this Gateway Church of Christ in
section co the way it was several
years ago when the Rhodes Field year are much more active in Pensacola, Fla., char comes to
House boasted larger crowds and other activities on campus than in Harding's Uplift summer program
more involved participation from previous years. Also, he said the every year.
"I don't know a lot about a
team has hard-working players
the student body.
"I have b een friends with all who will be enjoyable to cheer lor. I've been lots of places, but I
haven't been everywhere. I know
the leaders of it over the years, for during the season.
"We've got more guys who some things, but ] don't know
and little by little I have become
more of a part of it," said Wood, are members of clubs, and
who has been cheering since he we've got more guys who are
leaders in some of their clubs,"
was a freshman.
" I ljke the fact that I can Morgan said . "We've just got
try to bring it back to how I guys who are just in volved
was taught it my freshman and with other activities around
CONTINUED from la
sophomore year. My mentors campus."
From there, the envelopes
"]tell them every year that's key containing lessons are sent back
- I guess I could call them
to getting people to games, that's to the center that initially pack- instilled it into me."
Light said at the meeting that getting people to know you."
aged the lesson and dispersed by
Also, attention from around coordinators to ceachers.
the Rhodes Rowdies should be
more inclusive and get people the campus and conference is
Headquarters for World Bible
involved whether or nor the stu- directed towards senior Mart School are in Austin, Texas, and
dents want to wear face paint. A Hall, who earned his second there are several centers worldwide
basic key to be an effective group GSC West Player of the year with coo rdinato rs and teachers.
visually is to get the crowd to title and was named an All- The current president of World
wear black, creating a since of American.
Bible School, John Reese, is an
"Now everyone's talking about alumnus of Harding, and he
unity in the stands.
"A Jot of people believe that Matt being back for his senior served as a visiting professor from
just the people who paint up are year," Morgan said. "He's a two- 1984to 1985.
Rowdies when in truth, it is every- time conference player of the year
The coordinator at the College
one who comes out game," Wood and All-American. That's pretty Church of Christ, Ea rl Minor,
said. "[Those of us] on the front special and doesn't come around started his work in this ministry
very often, and everyone's talking about twelve years ago. He is
line just help direct them."
Wood said the Rhodes Rowdies about it."
expecting a list sometime this week
Plans for Midnight Madness on of approximately 1,000 names
have been organizing some activities with the Student Association Monday night are still in progress, of new requests for introductory
and possible halftim e activities but Morgan said he's planning for
a different program this year.
are in the planning stages.
He said plans for a legitimate
Morgan said part ofthe drop-off
in attendance recently is because dunk contest complete with judges
the "new" fucror of playing in the is a possibiliry, and the whole event
remodeled Rhodes Field House will likely be shorter than some
years where Midnight Madness
had worn off.
Attendance and fan partici- had lasted over one-and-a-half
pation could be on the rise the hours.
"We're going to shorten it
year for a number of reasons.
Not only have students shown ' up where it's a little faster paced
more commitment to the Rhodes and get everybody in here and
Rowdies for the upcoming year, out here and have a great time,''
but the basketball team finished Morgan said.

NOAH DARNELL I Public Relations
The Thundering Herd drumline performs a cadence at a home foot-

ball game. The Herd just learned their second show of the season.

"The purpose of art ... is to
capture the essential form of
things. It is an imitation of life,
bur no mechanical copy; th at
which ir imitates is the soul
of the matter, not the body or
the matter itself; and thro ugh

this representation even an ugly
thing may be beautiful."
Though the excitement and
entertainment of the football
games is important, C hance said
the greatest impact music has occurs within each individual.

PIZZA: Charley's Provides Authentic New York Style Pizza
everything. One thing I do know
is pizza. And Charley's Pizza is
the best.
''You wouldn't think that Searcy,
Arkansas, is the place to look for
authentic New York style pizza,
but it's amazing. Charley's sauce
right away separates this pizza from
those poo-pooey big chains."
Whi chever business srudenrs
happen to support, there is no
question that most enjoy pizza
above almost every other "fast"
food in the typical weekly price
range.
"Pizza is"the best food known
to man," Crouch said. "I like it
because it is satisfying in every
way: it is filling and sweet to
TYLER JONES IThe Bison
the taste.
A sig n hangs in Charley's Pizza advertising hot pizza. "You wouldn't
"I am a better person for
think that Searcy, Arkansas is the place to look for authentic New York
eating it."
style pizza, but it's amazing," Eric Petty said.

SCHOOL: Ministry Fulfills The Great Commission, Builds Faith
lessons. At College church of
Christ, there are currenrly 90
teachers grading lessons and
writing to the students. Once a
student is assigned to a teacher,
Minor sorts the mail accordingly
to maintain continuity with
students as they study.
World Bible School is responsible
for many converts to Christianity, and many who learned about
scripture through this program are
sharing the message with others
in their communities, Rosalyn
Bailey said.
Bailey formerly coordinated
World Bible School for the
Legacy church of Christ in
North Richland Hills, Texas.
She and her husband, Dr. John
Bailey, visi red a congregation of
believers in Nziu, Kenya last

&RA8 AMICROPHONE!
Karaoke Night
7 p.m.
Student Center
Tues. Oct. 16

fltlt

Go

NON-CREDIT ONLINE COURSES
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mission work abroad and spent
time in Prague in the summe r
of 2006. Currently her financial
situation makes traveling abroad
difficult, so she has been looking
for a foreign mission opportunity
with local involvement.
lhis ministry fulfills the Great
Commission in a literal sense,
and it seems like an accessible
program to Ashley as she considers
her options.
"You're connecting with someone in a way that builds your futh
and theirs and ultimately glorifies
God," Gay said.
As students mull over decisions about service, World Bible
School offe rs an opportunity to
work with an eseablished program
seeking to teach the Bible to
people around the globe.

"Arsenic and Old Lace"

Oct. 11-13
7p.m.
@

Ulrey Performing
. Arts Center

Enhance your skills 24n

U-

Advantage, REALTORS"

spring, where they met the man
who planted the church in that
village, Joseph Mutiso.
"The village sc hoolmaster
learned the truth through World
Bible School," Bailey said.
After his decision to become
a Christian, he began teaching
everyone in the village, and now
he worships with a congregation of
300 members that he established,
according to Bailey.
Stories about the impact of
World Bible School in the lives
of people around the world have
interested students at Harding.
Senior Ashley Gay attended College church of Christ on Sunday
morning, and .is now considering becoming involved with the
ministry.
She always wanted to do

right from your home or dorm room
All cours'* begin on We!'Jnesday an!'J n.m tor six
weeKs. Each course consists of 12 lessons. and
can be aoces.sed over the Internet at any time of
day or night. All courses require Internet access.
e-mail, and a Netscape or Internet Explorer IM:b
browser.·

lr.dep&iidwiltt;i Owned and~

Judy tloggan! -GRl.CRS
f="""'"""""

Gell: 501.593.1000

Email:~dteam.can

Phil Hoggard

sa..Cdl: 501.953.1700

Hundreds of courses to choose from :

Emal: phl@hoggardleam.mm

Web Design

Lwm to Buy&ll on eBay
D.i gital Photography & Video
Crea1Jll'e Wrltlng/Publlshfng

Office: 501 .268..3335
www.hogPrdtearn.com

•,,

~ $'Mil(.

Rewme Writing
"Get Paid to Travel"

\
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~

,

"Get Assertiven
And Many More ...

.

The Real Estate Leaders
23-0S W Bed>o-Oapps EJlllWY

1 & 2 Bedrooms
6,9,t12 Mo.
w/ Carport!

•

S..~. AR 72143

View complete catalog and reglster onllne at
www.ed2go.com/hardlngu

eases

- -SCENIC AREA
- -- -- LAUNDRY.
- -- --CLUB HOUSE
- -- -- -PRIVATE POOL

501.268.6296
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Kayaking Proves

Perfect Harmony

Fun, Relaxing
By SAMANTHA HOLSCHBACH
assista nt news e dito r

NOAH DARNELL/ Public Relations
Robin Brannon, 29, from Borger, Texas, performs on the Benson stage Satu rday with the other members of Acapella. The group
gave audiences a very entertaining show as part of the Family Weekend festivities.

Phartnacy School, Air Force Tea111 Up
By KEVIN ROGERS
student reporter
The College of Pharmacy has
teamed up with the Air Force
Academy in a Cooperative Research
and Development Agreement.
This agreement will allow
Harding students to do research
to enable someone to identify
microbiological organisms in field
settings or medical missions settings without having a full-sized
laboratory.
They are looking to identify
sources of diseases and have a longrange goal of identifying organisms
that are infecting people.
'
In this agreement, the Air Force is
providing $70,000 worth ofequipment, while Harding is providing
the expertise. The studies involve
the Air Force Academy and two
Harding biology students.
"This is two universities
working together with a goal of
providing portable diagnostic
capability,'' said Dr. Dan Atchley,
who recently left the Air Force
a nd joined the Harding Faculty
a nd is overseeing the research.
Dr. Julie Hixon-Wallace, dean
of the College of Pharmacy, said,
"Through contacts through Dan
Atchley we were able to enter
into this agreement, and we
h ope for this to continue into a
mutually beneficial relationship
between Harding and the Air
Force Academy."
This research benefits both
schools because Harding and the
Air Force Academy share a need
to identify illness to people in

"We are pleased to
see this part of our
mission of fostering
innovation through
research beginning to
be fulfilled."
Dr. Julie Hixon-Wallace
dean of pharmacy

remote settings. Ir gives students
an opportunity to work in an
area in which there is a national
gap as well.
· "One of our primary research
objectives is to focus on solutions
for real-world problems, and
this project meets that criteria,"
Dr. Kenneth Yates, chair of the
Department of Ph armaceutical
Sciences, said.
The military has exped itionary needs to identify biological
agents and Harding has a use
for it in mission work. Harding
has students all over the worl d
in remote areas, as does the Department of Defense, wh ere the
need for a q uick and portable
system to identify microorganisms in water is great. M ost of
the remote areas do no t h ave
readily accessible laboratories
to check the qua li ty of food
and water.
This project will provid e
opportunities for students to
perform research in an area that
has real world applications. It is
to be used in remote areas such
as Zambia or South America to

conduct screenings for organisms
that make people sick. This can
be used on a mission field where
a missionary wants to check the
quality of water.
"There is rruly a need that we are
doing research in and our students
get to be on the cutting edge of
that need," Atchley said.
Hixon-Wallace said, "We are
pleased to see this part of our
mission of fostering innovation
through research beginning to
be fulfilled."
Possible outcomes of this
project include testi~g food and
water for bacteria co.ntamination
and also identifying infection in
people. This system would allow
for organisms to be identified
in less than two hours, whereas
traditional methods send the water
to a laboratory and can take up to
two to three days for results.
This system will be much
quicker at assessing the cleanliness of the water and could
aid in disease prevention and a
longer-range goal of assisting in
disease diagnosis.
Atchley said a long-term goal
for this program is to set up these
systems in other countries and have
students take it with them or for
the college ro buy more than one
system to keep in remote locations
and to participate in approved
medical research studies.
Atchley also said that there are
many requirements for medical
devices and the department is in
the early stages of showing they
can produce the desired outcome
in those settings.

Another goal of this project
to all ow Air Force Academy
cad ets to co me to Harding
for sum mer research and to
allow Harding Students to go
to th e Air Fo rce Academy for
research .
"It will open doors to start
exchanging students and expertise,"
Atchley said . "This is a definitive
step into the research arena for
Hard ing and it will help better
establish H arding in the research
arena."
Atchley, while working for the
Air Force, had previously develop ed a reagent used to identify .
bacteria that does not require''
cold storage.
The reagent is undergoing
ea rl y labo r ato r y testing to
determin e how st able oit is in
harsh condition s such as high
temperatures. C urrently, the
students are cooking the reagent
at a high t emperature to see
how long i t will still perform
its fu nction.
After this, they will submit
their findings to the Department
of Defense in hop es of receiving
a research grant.
Atchley said he is very excited
and hopes to h ave students go
to local, regional and national
symposiums and present research
findings to other undergraduate
students and have them share
what science is all about: putting
knowledge learned in the classroom to use in a real-life project.
This project gives the students to
experience science in a hands-on
fashion.

There's No Place Like Home!
Ticket s For The Wizard of Oz" Are Now On
Sale!
www.hardingtickets.com
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As though comprised of thick
kerosene, the ebony water beneath
my kayak swirled with each swift
pull of my paddle; above, the
lower sky's palette of crimson
and rose hues melted together
in a glowing conglomeration,
while the higher midnight-blue
portion encased the first piercing
stars; the jagged edge of white
pines seemingly stretched their
tips toward heaven, completing
this lake scene.
Snug within my kayak, situated
in the middle of this tranquility, I
could only savor the few fleeting
moments remaining until the sun
descended from view.
Such is one ofthe unique experiences of recreational kayaking that
aims to awe; a superb, affordable
way to enjoy nature's wonders from
an aquatic standpoint, be it a placid
northern lake adorned with loons,
a rushing river plagued with hidden
rocks or the wide expanse of the
ocean. Whether an individual seeks
serenity or adventure, kayaking offers an excellent means ofachieving
one's prospects.
Despite the college student's
meager budget, kayaks are surprisingly affordable and embrace
practicality. On the lower end of
the price range, recreational kayaks are priced between $300 and
$580. It is noteworthy to mention
that recreational kayaks, the most
versatile of kayaks, are equipped
with a wider beam than both sea
and whitewater kayaks, contributing to greater stability.
In the 10 years I have kayaked,
even amid rushing river rapids, I
have only tipped my recreational
kayak once - and it was a deliberate decision for fun .
Weighing around 40 or 50

pounds, kayaks are easily handled;
transporting them is also relatively
simple, entailing the placement
o f them in t he back of trucks,
stabilized by bungee cords, or atop
cars equipped with specialized
racks. As such, kayaks can easily be
transported from a vehicle to the
water in minutes. Finally, Harding
H on ors College members have
the option of borrowing kayaks
for free, once cleared through the
dean of the college, Dr. JeffreyT
H opper.
Living up to its Natural State
title, Arkansas offers several areas
for kayaking opportunities, even
within the Searcy locale. Riverside
Park, just outside Searcy, offers
boat-landing access to the Little
Red River.
Greers Ferry Lake is 30 miles
away from Harding, providing a
kayaking opportunity that encompasses 300 miles of shoreline. The
nearby White River also supplies a
prospective kayaking experience.
Few items are necessary for
a successful kayaking trip: a life
preserver, water bottle, map and
perhaps a granola bar or two.
Depending on the conditions,
sunscreen and bug spray may be
essentials as well.
Having been lost and rescued
by a policeman on one kayaking
occasion, I would strongly advise
studying a map with a detailed
eye and bringing that map with
you, especially on rivers dotted
with numerous landings.
Once equipped with all the necessary items aforementioned, the last
ingredient to be gleaned is the reason
behind the quest - exploration,
relaxation , fimess, or simply fun .
And all these sought-after treasures
are found on the journey marked
by a paddle and a seeker, pursuing
whatever he or she wills in the space
spanning water and sky.
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HU Grad Goes Back
To High School
J
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By MEREDITH GRAVATTE
student reporter
Teaching in the community,
former student McKenna Camp
spreads her faith. A Harding University graduate of 2006, Camp
was a member of Delta Gamma
Rho and majored in English .
Now, she teaches at Harding
Academy.
Camp grew up in Searcy
and attended Harding Academy
from kindergarten through the
12th grade. She said the Harding
community has influenced her life
and she wants to give back.
"I chose to work at Harding
Academy because I was practically raised there," Camp said.
"Harding is and will forever be
a huge part of my life."
Camp said the relationships
she made with faculty influenced
her career but a love for English
broadened choices.
"I have loved English my
whole life," Camp said. "I also
love film, and considered a film as
literature class, and thought I was
sold. Before that though, seeing
Christ in the teachers at Harding
Academy was what really made
me want to be a teacher."
"The superintendent told me
to hurry though college and come
back. He said he had known
since I was a freshman that God
had planted a seed in my heart
to teach."

JI • uni>

Camp teaches seventl\ and 11th ,
grade English. She also teaches•
journalism but said she plans to
be certified after th is summer.
Sh e helps out with AC T prep
when needed, as well. She said
God blessed h er with this job
opportunity because her cousin
decided not to teach a second
year,, at the Academy.
Camp said her college years
included a vast array of fun, but
she does miss some aspects. Yet
she said she still can somewhat
partake because she resides with
underclassmen, which allows
her to attend club functions and
activities. Life for C amp is fun
with students young and old. Her
passion for English and teaching
and love for children will lead her
many great places.
"The main thing about teaching is loving kids," Camp said.
"Be the best teacher in the world
and if you love your students,
they will think you are. If you
choose to be a teacher, decide
every day, eve n when you're
tired, that you're going to love
each precious soul that has been
entrusted to you, even those who
seem unlovable."
McKenna Camp is an example
for prospering teachers. She loves
her subject, loves her children and
loves God.
"Where I am right now, is
exactly where God planned for
m e to be."
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Student Voices View
On ''Jena 6'' Incident

pounds, kayaks a.re easily handled;
rransponing them is also relatively
simple, entailing the placement
of them in the back of trucks,
stabilized by bungee cords, or atop
cars equipped with specialized
racks. As such, kayaks can easily be
transported from a vehicle to the
water in minutes. Finally, Harding
Honors College members have
che option of borrowing kayaks
for free, once dea.red through the
dean of the college, Dr. Jeffrey T.
Hopper.
Living up to its Natural State
tide, Arkansas offers several areas
for kayaking opportunities, even
within the Sea.rcy locale. Riverside
Park, just outside Searcy, offers
boar-landing access to the Little
Red River.
Greers Ferry Lake is 30 miles
away &om Harding, providing a
kayalting opponw1ity that encompasses 300 miles of shoreline. The
nearby White River also supplies a
prospeccive kayaking experience.
Few items are necessary for
a successful kayaking trip: a life
preserver, water bottle, map and
perhaps a granola bar or two.
Depending on the conditions,
sunscreen and bug spray may be
essentials as well.
Having been lost and rescued
by a policeman on one kayaking
occasion, I would strongly advise
studying a map with a derailed
eye and bringing that map with
you, especially on rivers docred
with numerous landings.
Once equipped with all the nea:ssary items aforementioned, the last
ingredient to be gleaned is the reason
behind the quest - exploration,
relaxation, fitness, or simply fun.
And all these sought-afrer treasures
a.re found on the journey ma.eked
by a paddle and a seeker, pursuing
whatever he or she wills in the space
spanning water and sky.

By JP FUGLER
student reporter

R

acial tensions were high
in the streets of a small
Louisiana town.
Homemade signs and oppressed voices filled the air as
marching feet commanded
attention.
A local Ku Klux Klan member drove by with nooses hanging from the bed of his truck.
A crowd of more than 20,000
cried for justice.
Police stood by, monitoring
the growing chaos. The scene
seemed to come straight out of
rhe Civil Rights era, bur it is
2007.
America was first put on
alert when a black student of
Jena High asked his principal if
he could sit beneath what was
known as the "white tree." He
was granted permission. The
next morning, nooses hung
from rhe branches, and everything seemed to slide downhill
from there.
Last December, the centerpiece of this racial incident
unfolded. Six black students,
now coined the "Jena 6," took
part in a schoolyard brawl with
a white teenager.
The Jena 6 were charged
with counts of attempted
murder and aggravated battery.
Together, the group now faces
up to l 00 years in prison without parole.
In a prejudicially-questioned
contrast, a group of white men
attacked one of the future Jena
6, Robert Bailey, with beer
bottles three days before the
schoolya.rd episode. Only one
of the attackers was chargedwith simple battery. He was
merely put on probation. Racism is not dead.
Today, with a population
of roughly 3,000, 85 percent
of which is white, the siruariotf rules the city. Protests
and rallies :Overtake the streets,
rerhinding ·residents that the
affair is far from over.
Controversy continues to
culminate in the courtroom.
Mychal Bell, the first of rhe
Jena 6 to be tried, was originally heard and convicted by
an all-white jury. His attorney
appealed the decision, claiming
Mychal was only 16 at rhe time
of the crime. Because being 17
years old constitutes an adult-
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grade English. She also reache<' ·
journalism but said she plans to
be certified after this summer.
She helps out with ACT prep
when needed, as well. She said
God blessed her with this job
opportunity because her cousin
decided not to teach a second
year\ at the Academy.
Camp said her college years
included a vast array of fun, bur
she does miss some aspects. Yet
she said she still can somewhat
partake because she resides with
underclassmen, which allows
her to attend club functions and
activities. Life for Camp is fun
with students young and old. Her
passion for English and reaching
and love for children will lead her
many great places.
"The main thing about reaching is loving kids," Camp said.
"Be the best teacher in the world
and if you love your students,
they will think you are. If you
choose to be a teacher, decide
every day, even when you're
tired, chat you're going to love
each precious soul that has been
entrusted to you, even those who
seem unlovable."
McKenna Camp is an example
for prospering teachers. She loves
her subject, loves her children and
loves God.
"Where I am right now, is
exacrly where God planned for
me to be."
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level trial under Louisiana law,
his appeal was granted.
Following Bell's appeal, an
anonymous doctor posted his
$45,000 bail. Bell now awaits
his hearing in juvenile court.
Dan Carpenter, a veteran reporter oflhe Indianapolis Star,
said, "The normal process of juvenile court should resolve the
cases wichout extreme prison
terms for the defendants."
The move to juvenile court
is a sort of second chance at
serving true justice to the Jena
6. Caipenter goes on to say,
'"Colorblind' justice is impossible for humans to achieve
in totality, but fair hearings
with the whole world watching, as it is, should enable rhe
authorities to be as objective
as possible."
The media has taken hold
of the issue and allowed for the
long-overdue exposure of our
nation's flaws in terms of justice. But, for every gain, there
are equal losses.
FBI investigators are reviewing a white supremacist Web
sire that claims ro have posted
a list of addresses for five of the
Jena 6 members. Threats are
received a.round the clock. To
say the least, concern rests with
the Jena 6 and their families.
Although ir has been I 0
months since the initial fight,
this developing story continues
to spark interest and a call to
action. The upcoming courtroom battles are viewed as the
front in rhe fight for justice and
a chance at a more equal future.
The consensus is that both
sides, the white and black students, should be held accountable for their violent actions,
regardless of heritage.
Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. said in his famous speech,
"] have a dream that my four
lirrle children will one day live
in a nation where they will
nor be judged by rhe color of
their skin but by the content
of their dfaractl:f.~ •
"
Those involved in this case
must be judged by their inappropriate conduct, nor their
ethnicity. True justice is blind
to race, but can see the invisible truths.
The racial factor, as much
as possible, must be removed
from this issue. The validity
and future of our justice system
depends on ir.

Here Comes Trouble

'
TYLER JONES f The Bison
the camera. Opinions editor
Tyler Jones snapped the photo to go along with last week's column.
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Play Time

TAYLOR DURHAM The Bison
Seniors Morgan Scharff and Sarah Shipp and soph. Ben Adams act out a scene from "Arsenic and Old Lace " during dress rehearsal
Wednesday. The play opened in the new Ulrey Performance Art Center on Thursday and will run through Saturday evening.
f

English Dept. Holds Literary Festival
By CARA GUGLIELMON
student reporter

You open your eyes to see
several college students waltzing
a.round shiny black floors, gesruring dramatically. One student is
booming words across the room
that all seem to end with "or."
The other student is flapping her
arms. She stares ominously at the
overly loud performer, folding her
black-feathered "wings" close to
her sides. Laughter rises from the
audience. Off to the side of rhe
two strange students lies a girl,
p~rt, Rf the group, who appears
to be sleeping. You wonder, What
is going on - and how can she
sleep with all this noise?
If you a.re seeing this, you may
be having a prophetic vision of
the dramatic recitation of Edgar
Allan Poe's poem "The Raven"
chat will take place at the English
Department's Sixth Annual Fall
Literary Festival. The festival,
which will feature presentations
of original creative works, music,
dramatic recitation, humorous
presentations, introduction of
the English department's clubs
and faculty and refreshments
will rake place Thursday in Cone
Chapel at 7:30 p.m. Anyone can
attend.
Established primarily to give
students an opportunity to present their creative writings, the
festival also includes presentations
of original works from members
of the White County Creative
Writers group.
"[The festival] originated as
a way for introducing English
majors to some of the things
chat are available to them in the
depa.rtrnent,'' said Dr. Terry Engel,
English professor and coordinator of the festival. "[Ir is a] way
of exposing students to other
creative opportunities outside
the university setting to encourage local writers [and] to foster a
sense of community so we're not
so isolated. [Its goal is] to create a
sense ofidenrity for English majors
and to celebrate the written word
and the spoken word.
"It is a service to students or

"It's a type of
entertainment you
don't get very often.
It's certainly an
eclectic mix of Iiterary
performances."
Dr. Terry Engel
English professor

anyone interested in literature
or writing."
The festival's line-up will
include members of Scribblers,
a student writing group, sharing
some of their work, and members
of Souvenirs, a campus group that
celebrates great poetry, dra.rnatically reciting "The Raven."
Among a few others from the
White Country Creative Writers
group, Patsy Pipkin, treasurer and
one of the first members of the
group, will read pieces from her
third collection of columns, "A
Year's Fears and Running Gears,
Vol. II, with Retirement Years."
The collection will be published in Canada and is Pipkins
third published volume of works.
Pipkin, whose columns a.re '\'Id by
Senior Wire in Denver to multiple
senior citizen publications, wrote
a column for The Daily Citizen
every Sunday for 15 yea.rs and now
writes a.tticles occasionally for The
Daily Citizen and The Arkansas
Democrat-Gazette.
Involving the White County
Creative Writers group in the
festival gives anendees the chance
to interact with different generations and their writing.
"It's really interesting to listen
to all of those different types of
writing and different age groups
[and] how different people write,"
said Rhonda Roberts, group
member and multiple term furmer
group officer.
Members of the White
County Creative Writers group
said they enjoy participating in
the festival.
"I go because I am always ·
blown away by the talents that
the students have,'' said Christina
Henderson, the group's vice presi-

dent. "It amazes me and humbles
me to hear what younger people
[are involved with].
"Every year they do [the festival] a lirrle bit differently. The
first year it was all literary. Last
year, [there was] a !or of music
involved. I think that's wonderful. It should be all the a.rts ... nor
just writing."
Harding faculty and students
say they also enjoy the White
County Creative Writers group's
involvement.
"It's nice for our students to
see that creative writing continues beyond the classroom,"
British Literature professor
Dr. Michael Claxton said.
"I do particu larly enjoy the
White County writers who
come because they're usuaJly
pretty funny. And it's a nice
chance for us to interact with
people in the community who
are not necessarily connected
with Harding."
From a student perspective,
involvement with the community
group is a positive thing.
"[We're} not only connecting with outsiders to Harding's
campus, but connec::ting ... to an
older generation," senior Nathan
Shank, president of Scribblers,
said. "I always appreciate that
aspect of it."
The event will also present
the humorous side of the English
[)epartment through a Top I 0
list based on David Letterman's
Top I 0 lists.
Contributed ro by the Pi Mu
chapter of Sigma Tau Delta, the
National English Honor Society,
the list will satirize some factor of
life in the English Department.
"The Top 10 English Major Pick
Up Lines" and "The Top IO Worst
Senior Sympnsium Topic Ideas" were
some of the past years' lists.
Not limiting its scope to literary
creativity, the festival will boast
a collection of acoustic music on
the guitar and harmonica, presented by Harding students Will
Medders and Connor McNabb.
Selections will be along the lines
of Neil Young or Bob Dylan,
Medders said.
Members of the English Department are pleased with the

event and· the opportunities it
offers students.
"Ir is a nice way to merge
creative writers with people of
like interests," department Chair
and professor Dr. John Williams
said. "I hope that more English
majors will attend because one of
our functions that we like to sec
grow is the fellowship part."
The event offers more than
scholarly opportunities.
"Jr's always a lot of fun, entertaining, humorous," Claxton
said. "Jr's a celebration of the
literary life."
People of all age groups said
they enjoy this celebration.
"People should come if they're
interested in seeing literary stuff
rhat goes on ar Ha.rding," Joanna
Benskin, junior and vice president
of Scribblers, said. "Jr's a good
place to connect with other people
who are interested in reading and
writing literature. Also, it has been
known to be entertaining."
Among the opportunities for
entertainment at Harding, the
Literary Festival is unique.
"It's a type ofentertainment that
you don't get very ofren," Engel
said. "It's certainly an eclectic mix
of literary performances."
Members of the White County
community encourage their friends
to attend the festival for different
reasons.
"[I tell] people my age 'Come
hear how smart those kids are,"'
Pipkin said.
For the artistically hungry
student and even for those who
would wonder why a student
would dramatically pantomime the
actions of Poe's raven, the festival
offers something interesting.
"There'll be food-fo r the
mind as well as for the taste buds,"
Claxton said.
"It's a nice chance to see some
of your friends doing something
they love. If you've never been to
a poetry reading before it's a great
chance to try something new.
Cone Chapel is a beautiful place
to have artistic events. If you've
never actually been in there, that's
another reason to come. You'll be
impressed ... you may even have
matri~o~ial feelings [when you
walk m].
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Bison are the views of the writer and
may not reflect the official policy of
the Harding University administration. Unsigned columns represent
the view of the editorial board.
The Bison is published weekly
(except during breaks, test weeks
and summer sessions) by Harding
University, Searcy, AR 72149. Subscription rate: $1 O per year.
Periodical postage (USPS
577600) paid at Searcy, AR 72143.
Postmaster: Send address changes
to Harding University Box 11192,
Searcy, AR 72149-0001. Contact
the Bison office at 501 -279-4139
or 501-279-4471 or send faxes to
501 -279-4127.

LETTER POLICY
The Bison welcomes
your views on issues of
interest to the Harding
community. Letters to
the editor from students,
faculty, administrators and
the Searcy community are
encouraged.
Letters must be signed,
contain a phone number for
verification and be no more
than 300 words in length.
The Bison reserves the
right to edit letters for style,
clarity and brevity.
Letters to the editor may
be submitted to HU Box

11192.

n 1991, Nickelodeon unleashed
"Rugrats," chronicling the triumphs and tribulations of toddlers,
as one of its first cartoons alongside
"Doug" {produced by Harding Alumni
David Campbell). Bur it wasn't until
season five, episode 54, that "Rugrats"
m ade television history in the controversial "Naked Tommy" episode-featuring Tommy removing his diaper to
become more like Spike, his dog. "You
shouldn't take off your clothes. Ir's not
natural!" pleads Chuckie, Tommy's
conservative friend. With diaper waving in air, Tommy gloriously proclaims:
"Nakie is fun! Nakie is free! Nakie is . . .
nakie!" And with that, a generation is
defined.
While no one at Harding would
ever be so immature or careless as to go
streaking to, say, the Mabee building at
midnight during a session of Honors
Symposium, it's important that we as
college students are exposed (pun intended) to a range of ideas, including:
Why are we so fascinated with being
"nakie?" And yes, there is a Wikipedia article on streaking; n o, the filter
doesn't block it.
Living in Los Angeles last fall, I read
about a local art gallery displaying a
photo of a nude person that was free
for anyone to take. The catch? If you
wanted the picture, you had to become
the next person to pose nude. The cycle
continued and became a huge success.
Sound awkward? A group in Miami
didn't think so. Last Monday, over 600
random men and women posed in a
massive nude photo shoot recreating
the Tower of Babel. And these displays
aren't limited to trendy beach cities like
LA. or Miami. Restaurant patrons at
The Black Frog in Greenville, Maine,
are upset about police prohibiting the
"Skinny Dip" sandwich: sliced prime
rib in a baguette roll, served free to
anyone who will jump into the resrau-

TYLER JONES

Uncommon
Sense
"Can we gather as c1v1lized students of higher
education and watch one
episode of "The Office"
without ending up in our
birthday suits?"
rant's lake naked. How did these trends
begin? Is this just another liberal conspiracy to put clothing enterprises like
Wal-Mart out of business?
Naturism, nudism and flashing have
been around long before Will Ferrell
let us all know "we're going streaking." The first recorded college "streak"
was in 1804 at Washington and Lee
University by George William Crump
- who later became a Senator and
ambassador to Chile. Streaking really
cook off in 1974, a year after Time
magazine called it a fad, when the
U niversity of Georgia set the record for
the most streakers at 1,549. Erskine
College followed by setting the highest
per-capita streak involving 25 percent
of their 600 students. That same year,
country artist Ray Stevens recorded
"The Streak," a No. 1 hit ironically
preceded by Paul McCartney's "Band
on the Run." Since then, thousands
have run "naked as a jay-bird" through
the Olympics, the Academy Awards,
the Super Bowl, weddings, funerals,
Wresdemanias and, of course, college
campuses.
There's Harvard's "primal scream"
before finals week, Notre Dame's
"streakers' Olympics," Michigan's "naked mile" and Dartmouth's "blue light
challenge''"where students try to press
all the alarms on the blue light emer-

gency phones. Harding is no exception
to such traditions with Allen dorm, the
nudist colony of campus, the "Mabee
challenge," HUF's "Scandicci challenge" and the brand new "Zeedonk
Dash," which sends students running
to Kensett to feed the Zeedonk oats
and sing the alma mater. With modern
technology, however, many students
are apprehended - as was the case several years ago when Professor Michael
Wood bravely unmasked a student
streaking through muffin chapel. But
realistically, does Harding have a nudity problem?
Let's first be honest about streaking:
it's not political. This summer's World
Naked Bike Ride (WNBR), an international event that attracted over 1,000
participants, claimed it was "to protest
oil dependency." Basically: we want to
ride bikes naked. Secondly, girls must
admit that guys aren't the only guilty
ones. Though extremely wimpy, the
female "Little Rock challenge" involves
a unique car trip to Little Rock and
back - just in time for curfew and
new inside jokes on Facebook.
For guys, streaking is a rite of passage. A communal experience. Still,
with pledge week approaching, the
notion that we're "nakie" all of the time
will potentially be reconfirmed. So I'm
proposing the "MAYBE challenge":
maybe guys can break the stereotype
and go one week without playing nude
ultimate-Frisbee. Can we gather as
civilized students of higher education
and watch one episode of "The Office"
without ending up in our birthday
suits? True, Harding may be the closest thing to heaven on earth, but let's
remember it's not the Garden of Eden.
Grab some fallen leaves and, as Ray
Stevens pleaded, "Don't look, Ethel."

TYLER JONES is the opinions
editor for the Bison and may
contacted at tjones3@ harding.edu

Un Mexicano En Searcy, Arkansas

D

urante mi primera semana en
Harding, alguien me pregunto de donde venfa, a lo
cual respondi: "Soy del Sur y de otro
pais; pero no soy de Texas, aunque es
parecido. Soy de Mexico." Mas adelante, en mi segundo semestre, en una
de mis clases me preguntaron: <Que
significa ser mexicano? Despues de
filosofar mas que Arist6teles y Plat6n
juntos, llegue a la siguiente conclusion:
Ser mexicano es mis que amar las
tortillas y la salsa picante, implica mis
de 3.000 aiios de cu!tura y costumbres.
Los mexicanos necesitariamos cientos
de horas en tratar de entendernos a
nosotros mismos y a nuestra idiosincrasia. Nosotros somos platicadores,
nunca podemos parar de hablar; somos
amistosos, siempre se puede encontrar
una amistad en un mexicano; somos
expresivos, constantemente decimos
como nos sentimos. Somos algo ingenuos, descuidados, obstinados; siempre queremos tener la raz6n. Tambien
amamos la comida, nunca estamos lo
suficientemente satisfechos como para
rechazar otro tamal ... simplemente
somos mexicanos.
Antes de venir·a estudiar a este pafs,
mi percepcion acerca de los estadounidenses era totalmente distinta. En
Mexico, el estereotipo que tenia yo en
mente, habia sido forjado a traves de
innumerables pellculas "Hollywoodenses" y series de television. Para mi, el
norteamericano promedio era rubio,
alto y venia de alguna gran metr6poli
como Nueva York o Chicago. En nin-

LUIS RODRIGUEZ

Escritos

lnvitado

guno de mi sin numero de recuerdos
acerca de la cultura norteamericana
estaban incluidos pequeiios pueblos
con 20.000 habitames y temperaturas
de 40
Este tipo de lugares solo podrian existir en algun lugar rec6ndito
de mi imaginaci6n o en alguna remota
region de Mexico, donde la civilizacion
habia tardado en llegar. Este fue mi
primer shock cultural, imaginense lo
que seria para alguien provenience de la
Ciudad de Mexico, una de las ciudades
mas grandes de! mundo, terminar en
Searcy, Ark.
Sin embargo, mi gran sorpresa
fue la diversidad cultural; en vez de
encontrarme con el estereotipo de que
todos se parecen a Brad Pitt y Angelina
Jolie, vine a conocer genre de todos
los rincones del mundo. Jamis habia
conocido personas que no fueran de
Mexico o de Estados Unidos, mientras
que aqui mve la oportunidad de hacer
amigos de Centroamerica, Sudamerica,
Europa y hasta China. Particularmente,
mi experiencia con otros latinoamericanos fue peculiarmente graciosa:
jamis pense que tendria problemas de
comunicaci6n en mi propio idioma.
Recuerdo la primera conversacion que
sostuve con un costarricense, pude en-

c.

tender solo la mitad, ya que el acento
y las diferentes palabras que empleaba
eran hasta ese momenta desconocidas
en mi vocabulario mexicano.
Tambien me sorprendio el gran
interes que existe entre los Americanos
acerca de la cultura Latina, yo jamas
hubiera pensado estando en Mexico que
alguien pudiera estudiar una licenciatura en Lenguas Espaiiolas en Estados
Unidos, mucho menos que se pudiera
tener cantos problemas.con los tiempos
gramaticales. Fue en ese momenta que
pude apreciar la belleza y complejidad de
mi propia lengua. Me sorprendi6 ver estadounidenses leyendo en espaiiol acerca
de las peripecias de la familia Buendia
en el pueblo de Macondo, en Cien Anos
de Soledad, obra maestra de la li.teratura
hispanoamericana.
Despues de tres aiios de estudiar en
Estados Unidos, me doy cuenta de que
quiero regresar a Mexico otra vez, y no
porque tenga algun problema con el
estilo de vida americano, si no por el
hecho de que amo a mi pais y extraiio
a mi familia y amigos. Le doy gracias
a Dios por la oportunidad de haberme
traido a Harding y'haber conocido
genre maravillosa, quienes han tenido
un gran impacto en mi vida. Espero
poder aplicar todos los valores que he
aprendido y hacer una diferencia en
mi pafs.

LUIS RODRIGUEZ es un escrito
invitado para el Bison y pueden
contactarlo en lrodrig1 @harding.
edu

'm starting to realize that ranting
against popular culture is a full-time
job. It is becoming increasingly
hard to keep up with all the threats to
our national intelligence, all the media
assaults upon our cherished values and
all the latest incarnations of technology's
self-declared war on good manners.
Keeping up with cultural atrophy is
starting to cut into my paper-grading
time, and that just will not do. I may
have to hire some help. "Intern wanted
for exhausted gadfly." Must have a finger
on the pulse of popular culture, must
have delicate, easily-annoyed sensibilities and must be able to summon outrage at reality television at a moment's
notice. Applicants who drive big trucks,
watch deleted scenes on DVDs or use
more than 14 products from Bath &
Body Works need not apply. Not owning a cell phone is a big plus. Interested
parties may contact me at the email
address at the bottom of this column.
Until I hire a staff, I'll soldier on
in the fight alone. This past summer
I learned of a new online phenomenon that speaks volumes about what
is wrong with our world. Academics
and other thoughtful critics have been
complaining about the nation's decreasing attention span for years. You can
see evidence of this problem anywhere:
TV shows change camera angles every
few seconds, fast food restaurants time
their servers to ensure the instantaneous
delivery of chicken nuggets, customers
angrily phone tech support if a Web
site takes more than a nano-second to
download, preachers must give churchgoers pretty pictures to look at on PowerPoint during sermons and the art of
writing in complete sentences has been
all but obliterated by text-messaging.
I mentioned television first because
it's the main culprit, but wait until you
hear this. Now we have the Minisode
Network, which debuted this sumtfier,
offering abbreviated versions of some
15 classic TV shows. So ifyou want
to get just a taste of "T. J. Hooker,"
William Shamer's stellar cop show from
the ' 80s, you can go online and watch a
condensed episode that lasts no longer
than six minutes. Basically, Minisodes
are episodes of shows like "Who's the
Boss?" or "Fantasy Island," but edited
down to just the basic plotline and the
best scenes and dialogue. For example, a
Minisode of "Three's Company" would
look like this: Opening credits. Janet
and Chrissy have a misunderstanding.
Jack falls down. Mr. Furley mugs for
the camera. Closing credits. Busy TV
watchers can thus get vintage TV in a
fraction of the time, no TiVo required.
Of course, this begs the question of
why busy people are watching old TV
shows in the first place, but never mind
that. Instead, let's relish the delicious irony
here. Neil Postman once blamed television
as the medium responsible for making us
expect everything in bite-sized chunks,
and now the medium itself has been
downsized. A victim 'of its own success,
even the tube has been dumbed down
for the impatient masses. Onee-popular
shows like "Silver Spoons" and "Charlie's
Angels" have now become sound bites,
and TV's guilty pleasures are even more
fat-free. And what does it say about us if
we can't even concentrate on a 30-rninute
sitcom? A person who needs the Spark
Notes version of"Diff'rent Strokes" may
have trouble adjusting to the demands of
adult life.
And yet, I'm torn. There may be
some value to this service after all. If
you've ever seen an episode of "T. J.
Hooker," you know that six minutes is
about all that the average person can
stand. So I can't exactly label this new
idea "dumbing down." It's more like
"dumbing further down." Ir is quite
possible that six minutes is enough to
preserve for posterity just one example
of "Whachu talkin' bout, Willis?" If
viewers take the time saved and read
a book, we could all spare our minds
from gelatinization. So I'll withhold
judgment on Minisodes for now until
we see how all this pans out. In fact,
if someone would offer a similar editing service for all of, say, the Keanu
Reeves movies, the national IQ just
might take off like "The plane! The
plane!"

MICHAEL CLAXTON is an assistant
professor of English and a frequent
contributor to the Bison and may be
contacted at mclaxto1 @harding.edu
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After All, This Is Africa

(

W

The Fish

Student Learns To Expect The Unexpected At New HIZ Program
en I signed up for the Harding in Zambia program, I knew chat

made from curdled milk, which is a delicacy, and milled maize. We have three

uxury items like air conditioning \vould be nonexistent and chat
leccriciry would be unreliable. Further questions about what co
expect upon arrival only warranted the answer, "We'IJ see when we get there."
Nobody knew to expect the clean \Vater tank to run dry for a week or rhe
newly upgraded Internee co overheat, leaving us without access to the outside
world. I did not .realize that we would be rooming with frogs and lizards and

Zambian teachers who teach four sections of our Humanities classes. The benefits of having an African professor teach about African worldviews, history and

literature are immeasrtrable. We have walked through the bush with a traditional
medicine man and will be lectured by two converted witchdoctors.
Outside of the classroom, the HIZ program also provides opportunities to
observe and work hands-on in rhe schools, rural clinic and orphanages. AIDS

that the hand-sized spiders that taunt from every wall must be left alone to eat

squeeze ourselves into various bits of

and Neonatal outreaches into local vil1ages allow students the chance to adminisrer shors and give medicine. After-school tutoring provides disadThis poverty and
vanraged children a chance to gee ahead, while empowering HIZ
disease evident all around students ro become both mentors and friends.
We have been falling in love with babies that are either infected
does not suppress the
with
or orphaned by AIDS - the indiscriminate disease rhar
love these people share
claims
many lives, and many more childhoods. The overwhelming
with each other and us.
poverry has become more than jusr horrifyi ng sratiscics, but actual

Each one of us has a Zambian tutor from the coll ege. Th ey are supposed to
h elp us learn Tonga (the local language), and in the process have become our

with time is a thing of the past. After all, this is Africa.

friends. Our tutors go our...of their \vay to share not just language, but their
culture and experiences as well. They invite us to eat rheir nsima, the staple food

KRISTA RUSSELL is a guest contributor for the Bison and may be
contacted at krusse 12@hardin g.ed u

night study

o not go gentle into that good night ... "
Those words of Dylan Thomas capture rhe
angst of aU who suffer with inso1nnia. Most

MIKE JUSTIJS. M.D.

House

Call

students today, hours upon hours were

both a shorter half-life and a lower risk for developing physical dependence have become acceptable

dedicated specifically to Pokemon,

hunger, bur a heavy meal just before lights ouc can
promote insomnia. Similarly, exhaustive exercise
within three hours of bedtime can delay onset of

aJrernarives.
A recent report in the journal "SLEEP" suggests

fought by breathing fire or zapping

that individuals who report chronic insomnia should

Students hide the fact that they

sleep. Minimal lighting, reduced noise and a com-

be assessed for associated diagnoses of anxiety and/or
depression. Trazodone, previously used as an antidepressant, carries a safer profile for side effects and
addresses the concern for depress ion associated with
insomnia.
Whether in Seattle or Searcy, it is possible to

were the target audience for a franchise
that has spawned over 20 video games

A light snack before bedtime may satisfy nagging

on ~ college(~rIJ.pus involve environmental triggers:" 0 '
Extremes of temperature and noisy surro undings
interfere with an atmosphere conducive for sleep. All

0

down, it is time to leave the bed. Ofren quiet reading or listening to soft music will induce a feeling of
somnolence. Only rhen should a return to bed be
.

Offi

n Aug. 22, 2007, American

U.S. voters may not be interested in

the election much ar all.
1 beg to differ with their analysis.
According ro the U.S . Census Bureau,
over 197 million people were eligib le
ro vore in 2004, and of those, 142 million were registered to vote and over

125 million voted.
Yet, statistical debates aside, the
primary problem is that what is being
reported as a lack of interest in politics
may be something else: a reluctan ce to
engage in or encourage heated political
discussions in the community.
] live amongst political news junkies. I reach with historians and political
scientists_, and my husband, parents

and other friends who don't teach the
stuff all follow the political climate
like college students follow the cry of
free food. 1, on the other hand, tend ro
turn off, mute or tune our political debate, news and campaign commercials.

having a lack of interest or even a lack

Guest

Space

about government, and I rake seriously the responsibilities of citizenship. However, I am rather reluctant
to participate in political discussions
sometimes even with those closest to
me. Such reluctance often prompts
hostile or frustrated questions from
passionate people. Don't you want
your voice to be heard? Don't you have
an opinion? Yes, but I still don't want

to argue about them and I may nor
answer your survey for several reasons.
First, my voice is heard in November in rhe only opinion poll that
accually counts. ] am registered to
vote, and have voted in every major
election since I curned 18. I also have
been known co write a congress1nan
on occasion. I remind my students to
vote. Good grief, I'm actually writing
an opinion piece. fu I said, I take this
seriously. Rendering unto Caesar in a
democratic society means participat-

ing, although rhere are some whose
consciences may dictate otherwise.
The exception to my last statement
is, in face, another reason I avoid span-

ing Arts

raneous political discussions. Most
issues, whether C h ristian attitudes toward government, immigration, ed ucation, health care or the war in lraq, are
far more complicated than any mere
so und-byre. So1ne spend a lifetime
wrestling with the question of Christians and government. A t\vo-minute
discussion is nor going to cover all the
possibilities for dealing with immigration. Short answers are inadequate to

the task.
If asked about what to do about illegal immigration, I, along with many
others, might say "] don't know," "I
don't care" or simply not participate
in a poll because my opinion is too
complicated for a scancron mentality
survey. My opinions require an essay.
A simple yes or no question cannot
encompass a solution that is practical,
meets the demands of justice, addresses rhe financial realities, prevents
future problems and remains true to
"Give me your tired, your poor, your
huddled masses yearning to breathe
free, the wretched refuse of your teem-

ing shore.'"
Finally, I do have my political
opinions, bur they are not on the

national "hot topic" radar. I believe
each individual is responsible for their
own life and what they do with ir. (A
little thing the Lord gave us called Free

"I love chi cken. It's good.
They bake it; they barbecue it; they fry it. Fried's my
favorite."
-Mari e Latourrette, Salad Bar
Manager for 1 8 years th is
October

form, to vote. If you don't, you have
no stake in the welfare of the state or

fellow man.
So am I apathetic or less knowledgeable because I avoid most of the
discussions and newscasts about politics? An emphatic no. We lead busy
lives in this modern world, and not
everyone has the time or inclination
to voice their opinions on a regular
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elecrric bolts at each other.

and 500 TV episodes. This was evident even on campus during Student
Impact when a hypnotized student
claimed to have a per Pokemon.

"I have an Articuno - he's a Pokemon," the srudcntlblurred ol.\J-Pn the
Benson stage as•he'stroked an imaginary
blue bird while eiip1aining ro h"ypnotist
Dale K ihe difficulties in raising his pet.
"I taught him two moves - lee Beam
and Agility- but ir was really hard."
The accompanying Pokemon card-

smugglers.
As the generation growing up in

the 1990s, we also enjoyed a multitude
of other socially dominating fads. Ir
was nor so long ago that mothers were

dropping their purses and engaging in
brawls between the fine china of gift
shops, battling over the last moose-like
Beanie Baby. Then came the Teenie
Beanie Babies from McDonalds that
basis. My husband is fond of quoting
subliminally convinced patrons ro buy
General George S. Parron who said,
57 Happy Meals every hour in hopes
"Never fight a battle when nothing
of finding a rare-yet-cheap lobster roy.
is gained by winning.'' I would add
A third animal-related craze struck
ro that, "don't fight the verbal battle
in the 1990s by way ofTamagorchis,
if the oth er side is nor incerested in
those little pixilared creatures living
listening." I enjoy verbal sparring on
inside of key chains that demanded
occasion, bur if the parties involved are
food and entertainment all hours of
more interesting in hearing themselves
the day and nighr. During school,
talk, arguing,or reducing complicated
church, meals, funerals and skiing
opinions to silliness, 1 am definitely
trips, kids were punching little buttons
too busy ro talk.
on a keychain so their little digital pers
wouldn't die. Meanwhile, the family
JULIE HARRIS is an assistant
goldfish was floating to the top of the
professor of History and a guest
fish bowl in the dining room.
contributor for the Bison and may
Whar can students.take away from
be co ntacted at jeharris@harding.
surviving the PokCmon years? Well, if
nothing else, many still own a shoebox
full of Pokemon cards secretly collecring dust in an attic somewhere, owners

Can I have two?"
-Josh Searcy, Junior
11

praying the collection will become
valuable one day. Those old video
games can still eat away hours and batteries on long road trips, but the bits
of plastic are otherwise useless.

Statement of Ownership

OCT.17

those adorable, colorful monsters that

collecring hobby became so wildly
Will.) I also believe in Absolute Private
popular, kids would lug 40-pounds of
Property that was the concept in 19th
cards to school instead of supposedly
century England. I think zoning laws
more important items like pens and
are an infringement on property rights,
school books. While the cards were
as are regulations on neighborhoods. I
evencually banned from most schools,
believe that you should have ro either
kids would trade each other valuown property or pay taxes, in some
able cards like a ring of magic-animal

If you had to eat one cafeteria food all year, what would it be?

"S loppy joes. I love caf
food in general. I don't
know why. If I go to the
hosp ital, I like their food
too. It's like a big buffet."
-Vanessa Tavera,
Freshman

dlace"

. .

JUUE HARRIS

TALK BACK:

1son

avoid being sleepless.

f" ' l 15111:. 1.G:>v .i; r ~· I n1 110 ..foo.t
:A.1. 11
fh~'~o"ltntEi illeaications for.inducing ... , ,,QR - MI Ji:~, J USTLJS is a Harding graduate and
sleefl"O'll:'eh contain arlrihistamines which may cause
a family practice doctor in Searcy. He is a freurinary retention, dry mouth and residual daytime
quent co ntributor to the Bison.
attempted.

Foreign Policy reported rhar

of knowledge. The reality is I do care

ght

fortable room temperatu re create an ambience more

conducive for falling asleep.
If sleep fails ro occur within 20 minutes of lying

Political Apathy More Complicated Than "Yes" Or "No"

only a third of U.S. adults are
well-versed in U.S. politics and that
32 percent expressed a lack of interest
for homespun (as opposed ro world)
politics. The AFP arricle argued that

No Events

to

visit because no one really enjoys the

cern for long term use. More recently, produces with

At firsr glance, though, the Harris
Poll would probably categorize me as

e

book into a rather large hole under-

neath his bed when guests come

over-sedation and physical dependence create con-

,;rQ,c; m.•f e frequent reasons for sleep disturbance

OCT.14

encyclopedias, the same person will
shove every last hardback, 31-pound

Initial treatment for chronic insomnia should
focus on methods which do not rely on 1nedication.

daily during less than stimulating lectures.)

1y Lohan,
Utah alcofrom which
out.

ing ar best.

Despite this passion for memorizing

cycle. The result produces an effect similar to jet lag.

fused with the oxymoron sleep study demonstrated

g expe-

tion of the World Book Encyclopedia.

dro\vsiness. Routine use should be avoided.
Melatonin, available without prescription, has
little proven effectiveness except when treating insomnia resulting from changes in circadian rhythm.
Since rhere is no quality control on melatonin
products, determination of an ideal dose is confus-

sociated with any other medical or menral disorder.
The resulting fatigue interferes with work perfor-

sleep study is a diagnostic rest. Ir should nor be con-

-Houghton County Medical Examiner Dr. Dawn Nulf, in
reference to the exhumation of
deceased George Gipp, a Notre
Dame football player to whose
credit is the emotion-filled cry,
"Win one for the Gipper." For
50 years Gipp held the school
rushing record; he was also the
school's first All-American selection.

mortified at the thought of someone
learning our secret. For instance, a person mighr collect and read every edi-

company of encyclopedia enthusiascs.
Many guilty enjoyments live in
the form of passing fads from childhood. In the case of many college

nolence and can be identified with a sleep study. (A

iversity
inger, reactof a noose
·s door on
) have yet

We love our guilty pleasures, but ar
the same time we become absolutely

Prescription drugs for induction of sleep have
traditionally relied on benzodiazepines. However,

identifiable cause. Both prescription and non-pre-

the sensitive nature of all
this, but all the appropriate paperwork was filed."

daytime
napping

Then there's another kind of secret:

the hobby or any other enjoyable activity an average person enjoys bur also
knows it is face-blushingly embarrassing if normal society found out. This

reverses
the normal
circadian rhythm necessary for a healthy sleep/wake

scription drugs can interfere with sleep, i.e. caffeine
and co ugh or cold preparations. Sleep apnea, a
condition associated with frequent awakenings due
to breathing irregularities, produces daytime som-

"I completely appreciate

frequent

clothing while being trapped in a little
room where only our legs are visible
(calling it "modesty"). We shove future
Christmas presents in the hall closets
and refuse to give any clues about the
whereabouts (calling it "keeping with
the holiday spirit").

frequent nighttime awakenings.
Primary insomnia is characterized by difficulty
falling asleep for at least one month and is nor as-

mance and social inreractions.
However, rather than a primary syndrome,
insomnia is commonly a symptom produced by an

~

sessions

offset with

s human beings, we naturally
delight in being secretive. We
hold whispered conversations
with eaeh other behind closed doors
(calling it "privacy"). At the mall, we

brand of secret is the "guilty pleasure."

Don't Lose Sleep Over Insomnia

deal chronically with delayed onset of sleep and

-A Chicago Fire Official, concerning the 88-degree
weather that resulted in the
city's marathon's cancel lation;
one runner died.

Pardon My
Charmander

mosquitoes.
Boys commonly hold hands with other boys, but for a boy
and girl to hold hands in public conveys an inappropriate meaning. Vehides must drive an hour a\vay in order to fill up \vith

of us experience an occasional sleepless night, but
nearly 20 percent of the U.S. adult population 1nusr

"Hundreds of people are
dropping all over the city.

Wrap

A

D

ult on
sand
asne of
ak on
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ies in
horrible
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AMANDA PRUIIT

gasoline. Body aches and fever are symptoms of malaria, nor the
flu.
Aside from the trivial tltings mentioned above, there are many
We have learned to see
people, like Mildred or baby Lola. This poverty and disease evident
things that make the HIZ program unique. This is the only group
Christ in people despite
all around does nor suppress the love these people share with each
who was together day and night for an entire month before ever
circumstances.
other and us. We have learned ro see Christ in people despite cirleaving the States, so we were already dose and comfortable - a
cu1nsrances.
f.un.ily. Because of this, we were able to focus on building relationThe unexpected is parr of our daily lives here in Zambia. A cobra may try to
ships with Zambians immediatdy upon arrival. This nor only includes the orphans ar
enter
through the front door, the power may go out mid-way through a bi-weekthe nearby Haven Houses and the street-dilldren ar a sbdter called Erie's House, but also
ly
shower
and the men may be asked to lead worship as church service is beginthe people we come into contact with daily through church, work and chapel (which we
ning. We have all realized char planning ahead is usually fruitless and keeping up
attend ar the Ioctl college, George Benson Christian College).

.TAYLOR D.~~~~,1'j1 I The Bi~on
1ys Lieutenant Rooney ir1 lhe play, "Arsenic and Old Lace,'' which
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It's probably the subconscious Pokemon jargon that will remain with college
students the longest. Think I'm kidding?
The word "Charizard" - the name of an
orange, lire-breathing dragon Pokemon
- has already appeared in this newspaper
twice in four ~ues. Nor even President
Bush can even claim a similar honor.
Ahem. Now if you'll excuse me, I'll
have to be going now. My Charmander just grew ro Level 34.
AMANDA PRUITI serves as the
editor in c hief for the 2007-2008
Bison. She may contacted at
akpruitt@harding.edu
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Acting Group Reaches Children
DOTTIE·FRYE
M.A. Theater
Searcy, Ark.
Director

KEITH FISHER
Senior
"
Lancaster, Ohio
Criminal Justice

By CARISSA DELL
student reporter

watching as a special program is put
on just for you. There are rhyming
songs, dances, acrobatics, colorful
hink back to when you were a overalls, the works. And best of all,
child. Perhaps like me, you've this show is being performed.not by
grown so accustomed co your sock puppets or a purple dinosaur,
bur by college kids. My cousin Betsy
life as a busy, independent college
and I spent the remainder of char day
student that it's pretty difficult co
crying to recreate a song and dance
recall what being a little kid felt like.
routine chat our "favorite girl" had
The days of couch cushion forts in
done about a daddy who catches a
the living room have long since been
fish in che brook and feeds it co his
replaced by higher forms of enterbaby. Sound cool? It totally was.
tainment such as Guitar Hero, the
Yes, friends, i e's 13 years later and
iPhone and the boyfriend. But before
the Pied Pipers show left THAT big
all those things entered the picture,
of a mark on my childhood.
one of the most exciting things
According to the group's faculty
in my young life could have been
summed up in two words: older kids. sponsor, Dottie Frye, the first Pied
Pipers troupe was established at
I didn't just "look up" to older
Florida Scace University in 1969 and
kids; I worshipped them. I adored
had four people. H ere at Harding,
my babysitters, ch ased the teenagche group is celebrating their 20th
ers at church begging for piggyback rides and sat glued to the _
T.Y_
anni.Y.,ersarr th~ Y<:!r, apd s~e ,!;~~
been the director for 18 of those
when "Saved By the Bell" was on . I
years. Frye said the relationships
remember each of these childhood
influences so vividly because the kids developed keeps her doing this year
after year.
were older, and thus by default, so
"I love being able to spark the
very cool.
imagination in children big and
One such memory from my days
small," Frye said. "There is a wonder
of teenager-worship involves a proin discovery, joy, laughter and tears.
gram that still exists here at Hard"The relationships are for the
ing. It was 1994, the weekend of the
most part lasting long past graduadedication of the Mclnteer Building,
tion. Part of that longevity, I believe,
and my cousins and I spent Saturday
is because of who our audience is
morning at the Pied Pipers show.
- children. Part of the relationship
Picture with me, if you will,
is definitely that we share a love of
what this experience .was like for us.
Summon back that image of "you as
Jesus.
"Put the love of children and the
a child" and imagine yourself in a
room with dozens of other children,
love of Jesus together and it is abso-

T

lutely a marvelous gift. The Lord has
placed students in this group each
year who become family - to each
other, to me and to my husband and
sons. Now, chat's a blessing!"
The Pied Pipers are unique among
:icting groups because each show is
improvised and, as Frye puts it, "a
once-in-a-lifetime experience." The
group performs a playful combination of fairy tales, folk tales, modern
stories, poems, rhythmic stories,
participation stories and songs. Each
member is responsible for knowing
all the parts so that they can jump in
at any time. Before each particular
show, Frye sizes up the audience, the
space and the time they are allotted.
She then decides on an "order" for
chat particular show, sending signals
to each Piper as they go.
"This makes each show unique
and ~sb provide~ variety for rhe Pip-

~~S';"~He s~id.

· ,·

.

"The Pipers are for anyone with
the heart of a child," Frye said.
"Hopefully, we will spark your imagination and cause you to laugh, but
more importantly, I pray you will
see C hrist working in us as we love
children and try to model Jesus."
The Pied Pipers truly do show
the love and joy of Jesus through
their passion for children . His face
is reflected in each of their faces as
they perform and in the faces of the
children they delight. They certainly
made a mark on my own childhood.
And with each passing year, that
tradition continues.

ANDY FRYE
Senior
Searcy, Ark.
Mid-Level Edu.

JODI PITTARD
Seni~.~"j·. ,:~t

Nashville, Tenn.
Elem. Education

TYLER PERRING
Freshman
Guthrie, Okla.
Undeclared

MEGAN WEST
Sophomore
Greenfield, Texas
Exercise Science

• •

Story's Done!"

•"

..

,

.
.

:\~'.< ,. ..·,

BRIAN BULLARD
Junior
Benton, Ark.
Kinesiology

KAYLEE HOLLINGSWORTH

Freshman
Guthrie, Okla.
Undeclared

,,
AMBER WILLIAMS
Sophomore
Alama, Ark.
Theater/Oral Comm.

MATTHEW PERRING
Senior
Guthrie, Okla.
Oral Comm.
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Cross Country To Compete In GSC Meet

BRANDON HIGGINS

The Payoff
• Bisons and Lady Bisons
look to continue GSC
dominance.

Pitch

Lovable
Losers

M

aybe next year.

This phrase holds
a special place in

rhe heart of all Chicago Cubs
fans; it's rhe phrase they rend to
say at rhe end of every season
- every season since 1908,
rhar is.
The year 1908 marks rhe
last time that the Cubs won a

World Series title. Yes, rhat was
99 years ago, and lots of rhings
have happened since rhen. Let's
have a look at what has transpired since rhe Cubs were the
champions of rhe world (rhanks

~

By CHRISTOPHER O'DELL
student reporter
Both the Bisons and Lady
Bisons cross country programs are
looking furward co the Gulf South
Conference championship meet
in just over a week. Harding and

other conference foes will c:Ompete
for the conference championship
on Oct. 20 in Hoover, Ala.
Track and cross-country head
coach, Steve Guymon, said he
believes h.is reams are well prepared
fur the meet and is looking forward
to the competition.
"Wm or lose, I know we'll walk
away from it knowing we did the
best we could," Guymon said.
Guymon, who is in his sixth
year as head men's and women's

cross country and track coach,
said he feels h.is team has exceeded

to needtok.nowsports.com for
some of this information).

preseason expectations and chat

• The population on Earth
has grown by over 4 billion.
• The television, telephone
and Internet were invented.

he could nor be happier with
his ream.
"They always work hard, and
they don't ever complain," Guy-

• 17 United States Presidents have served.
• 22 teams have won the

mon said. "I wouldn't trade these
reams for anyone."

Thar statement goes miles
when you consider the nwnber of
great cross-country reams to come

World Series.
• World Wars I and II occurred.
• The Great Depression rook
place.
• Man landed on rhe moon.
• Kobayashi are 364.25 hordogs in184 minutes (spaced our
,over seven competitions).
Get rhe point?
The Cubs haven't even been
to rhe World Series since 1945,
which is rhe year rhat Billy

rhrough the program recently.
The.Bisons have seven straight
GulfSouth Conference and NCAA
Division II South Region championships. They have also placed
in the cop l·O"nationally h\'l!achn
of the last four seasons.
The Lady Bisons have three
GSC championships in Guymon's
five years and also have four top
10 national finishes in the same

Sianis affected the organization

number of years.

more than they would've ever
rhoughr.
Sianis had brought his pet
goat to Game 4 of rhe 1945
World Series against rhe Detroit Tigers. Since Siani\ had a
ticker for rhe goat, rhey were
allowed to sir peacefully in the
stands at Wrigley Field in Chicago until fellow funs began to
protest rhe foul smell rhat was
coming from rhe goat. Sianis
and his goat were kicked out
of rhe stadium by owner and
chewing gum tycoon Philip
Wrigley. When Sianis and rhe
goat were removed from the
stadium, he placed a curse
on rhe Cubs, saying that they
would never play in another
National League pennant or
play a World Series game at
Wrigley Field. The Cubs lost
the game and went on to lose

rhe World Series.
Many rhings have happened
rhat have led me to believe
that rhe curse is in full effect.
Cubs funs should remember rhe
name Steve Bartman. He's the

guy who basically cook a foul
ball out of Moises Alou's glove
in rhe 2003 NLDS when rhe

Though living up to expectations can be extrememly rough
sometimes, Guymon is confident

that his team will handle the
pressure.

"They can only do what ability
God gave rhem to do," Guymon
said.

"I don't have any doubt in

my mind rhar rhose kids are going
to lay it all on rhe line."
When Harding and other
conference opponents convene

in Hoover, rhe rheme will be one
similar ro rhe NBA playoffi theme
of "win or go home."

"In our sport you have to perform on that one day," Guymon ·
said. "If you're sick or tired you

Never mess with a man who

owns a smelly goat and paid
$15 for rwo tickers to Game
4 of the 1945 World Series.
Such an error will undoubtedly
leave you wirh a 62-year old
phrase etched in your mind for
all of eternity. Cubs funs can
recite it like Muslims recite the
Shahada.
Maybe next year.

BRANDON HIGGINS
serves as the sports editor
for the 2007-2008 Bison.
He may be contacted at
bhiggins@harding.edu

South Conference meet in Hoover, Ala., on Oct. 20.

just have to come ready to perform

this meet and feels confident of

for your team."

his teams' chances.

Unlike sports such as basketball, football and baseball, you
have one, and one day only to
prove yourself as a team, or else
you are out.
Therefore, you can count on

borh rhe Bisons and Lady Bisons
coming ready to compete later

this monrh. Coach Guymon said
he has prepared them all year for

"! really enjoy this team. I like
their heart, and I like their desire,"
Guymon said. "I really think we
can win it."

If Harding is successful at rhe
GSC Championships, rhey will
advancerotheNCAASouthRegion
meet on Nov. 3 in Huntsville, Ala.
The NCAA Championships will
be held Nov. 17 in Joplin, Mo.

·

Cross Country Accomplishments
Since Joining Gulf South Conference
•Seven straight GSC cham·
pionships.
• 20 All-America honors.

winners for Harding's Athlete

of the Year.
• Eight Women's All ·GSC
preformers.

• 18 Men's All-GSC pre·
•Four national championship

formers.

runners under current head

•Four Berryhill Award

coach Steve Guymon.

Golf Teams Are
Playing Well
• Bisons and Lady Bisons
exceeding expectations,
By GARRETT PHILPOT

student reporter

Cubs were five outs away from

breaking rhe curse and going
to rhe World Series. The Cubs
lost the game in that inning,
prolonging the curse. The
billy goat has also cursed Cubs
players Mark Prior and Kerry
Wood. They were supposed
to lead rhe Cubs co the World
Series, but injuries have made
them as useful as water on a
grease fire.
The moral of thi& story:

CRAIG RAINBOLT IThe Bison
James Cheruiyot and Daniel Kirwa run in the Harding Alumni Meet on Sept. 8. The Bisons and Lady Bisons are currently preparing for the Gulf

Harding University athletics
have made many different head
lines rhis semester. There have been
personal achievements including
senior Kendyl Washburn breaking
the school record for career goals.

The star-studded volleyball ream
has broken many records. There
was even an appearance by the

football ream on ESPN's fumous
"Top Ten." This has been a year of
great success for the Bisons.
Yet, there are two other teams
at Harding char is quierly teeter-

ing on rhe edge of greatness: the
Harding golf reams.
While both the men's and
women's programs may not be
appearing on ESPN, at this rate,

they will be appearing on score
cards and programs at conference

finals this up-coming spring.
This full has been full of aocomplishments .and broken records.

Lare last monrh, rhe men's ream
broke the ream record of 585
strokes with a new low of 583.
The women's team destroyed their
old two-round tournament record

by 19 strokes.
One of the biggest reasons
for their success has been the
leadership of the upperclassmen.
Senior Andrew Reynolds said rhe
men's biggest accomplishment
was their victory over Ouachita

Baptist earlier this semester. The
victory at rhe Fall Classic was just
what the team needed to boost
ream morale.

"Andrew Warder shot a 68
on rhe final 18 holes," Reynolds
said.
The 68 on the final 18 was
a personal best for Warder and
enough to propel rhe Bisons to
a first-place finish.
Reynolds said a serious
dedication by him and his fellow
teammates, as well as a few

key

signings of talented golfers, has
helped ihe ream since his arrival
in 2004. However, Reynolds said
he does nor wish to see the success cease once Christmas break

rolls around.
"We need to have a strong

offseason," Reynolds said. "Thar
way, we can come in sharp and

•

focused for rhe spring."

"The ream ha. been more fucused
this season, more committed,"

Junior Andrew Warder said.
sec GOLF page 2b

CRAIG RAINBOLT I The Bison
Junior Dusty Gourley tees off at Searcy Country Club during a practice session. Gourley helped the Bisons
set a team record score of 583 for a two-day tournament.
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Arguing Balls and Strikes
And Lobbing 'Grenades'
Michael Crouch

Guest
Sports
Column

W

DAVID CROUCH / Public Relations
Senior running back Ardell Briggs (34) follows his blocks on Sept. 8 against Missouri ~outhern . Briggs
hauled in the touchdown pass from David Knighton that was No. 3 on SportsCenter's •rop 1O."

· SportsCenter Of Attention
By Alex Groves
student reporter
Thursday night, news spread
like wildfire as Harding's very own
David Knighton and Ardell Briggs
were featured on SportsCenter's
"Top 10 Plays," marking the first
time in school history that Harding has made an appearance on
the "Top 1O," and the excitement
level couldn't be higher.
Telephones were ringing off
their hooks and hallways erupted as
studei:its saw the No. 3 play where
David Knighton completed a pass
that -with some help - ended
up in the hands of ArdelJ Briggs
for a touchdown.

Knighton said he was just
trying to make a play and actually
tried to pass it to senior running
back Calvin Roberts, but as the
defensive back from West Georgia made the play on the ball,
all Roberts could do was tip the
ball into the air, and Ardell Briggs
caught the pass with one foot in
the endzone.
All Briggs said that he was
trying to do was get open for his
scrambling quarterback.
Briggs said he felt good to
finally play a game where the
Bisons won big.
"Every other game was either
a close game or a loss," Briggs
said. "It felt good to be able to

take our starters out in the fourth
quarter, but I feel that we could
have put some more points on
the board."
Knighton said that it was exciting to be featured on SportsCenrer
and that he was excited just like
everyone else. Briggs simply said
he was shocked when the other
players told him in the locker
room.
Although both players were
very excited to be featured on
SportsCenter, they both said they
feel no new fame has come from
their glimpse into the limelight.
They believe they need to keep
working hard and focusing on
the games that are to come.

Golf: Teams Have Been Setting Records

e all have fond
memories of our
coaches.
Perhaps yours is of that tball coach who taught you how
to swing a bat.
Maybe yours is of your dad
who always coached your soccer team as you grew up.
Possibly a volleyball coach
or a football coach or a number
of other possibilities could fill
that memory for you.
But, hopefully, they're not
like these coaches. There are a
select few coaches who will fill
memories nationwide, but for
very different reasons. I'm talking about those coaching rants
that will always fill the memory
sports fans like you and me.
My first memory of a
coaching meltdown is an oldie.
Everyone remembers the lovable Bobby Knight, and the
chair-throwing incident. Now,
granted, the former Indiana
basketball coach wasn't wearing his famed red sweater, so
Knight was probably very cold
that night and not in his right
mind. Also, we all know how
much referees have to run upand-down, up-and-down the
court. The referee was likely
very tired and needed to take a
seat. So, when the referee made
a questionable call, Mr. Knight
was kind enough to toss him

a seat.
Was he being malicious? No,
it has all been a big misunderstanding. Right.
My next favorite might not
be as familiar to even our more
serious sports fans out there.
But, so that you can catch
up with the rest of us, go to
YouTube and look up "baseball
manager." The first video you'll
see will be of the Mississippi
Braves minor-league baseball
team manager, Phillip Wellman.
What Wellman did might
be the most bizarre, surprising coaching rant that I have
ever seen. After the umpire has
made some debatable balls-andstrikes calls earlier, Wellman
came flying out of his dugout
to make his protests known. Of
course he couldn't do this from
the dugout; he had to make his
remarks about half of an inch
away from the umpires face. I
sure hope he didn't spit.
Now, if Wellman stopped
there, that would be your
typical baseball manager rant.
What ensued makes it legendary.
Wellman followed his shouting match by completely covering home plate with dirt and
outlining a larger home plate
around it. A sensible move.
But he didn't stop there.
He then stole third. No, no,
no. Not like that. He walked
to third base, pulled· it out of
the ground and then tossed the
base into the oµtfield.
Keep in mind - this is a
grown-up.
But he's not finished. Then,
on his belly, he slithered to the

Athlete 'Of the Week

Dar
BJ
Stu

The referee was likely

very tired and needed
to take a seat. So,
when the referee made
a questionable call,
Mr. Knight was kind
enough to toss him a
seat.

.

"

pitcher's mound and picked
up the rosin bag and, biting it
like a grenade, threw it toward
home plate.
Ladies and Gentlemen: I
believe this is advanced communication.
There are other stories to
recount: the recent tii:ade of
Oklahoma State football coach
Mike Gundy as he blasted
the media for its coverage of
a player. Who, us? Surely the
newspaper wouldn't cover a
sports athlete? Gasp! Or former
Indianapolis Colts head coach
Jim Mora using his high voice
to fight back questions of
whether or not his team would
be making the playoffs.
So, next time when your
kids team needs a coach for the
upcoming soccer season, think
it over. Do you have what it
takes to be a coach? Are you
willing to be quiet when you
don't like a particular quote?
Or, even better, do you h ave
the creativity to be in the
Coaching Rants Hall of Fame?

L

auren Mui
prettiest g1
enth grad<
I had a crush on
My parents h a
threatening to se1
dance and etique
for almost a year
was completely o
at first, but then
occurred to me ti
ask the.oh-so-bea
to take the lesson
When I finally gc
courage to ask he
yes, and thus star
as a ballroom dan
The dance cell'
my partner and I
sons was called Sc
first two years of :
spent learning the
learned various lit
such as the Twist,
and the Electric S
as some classical
the Fox Trot and 1
At this level the cL
pretty watered do1
wanted to contim
year to improve 0 1
we could join Dar
Dance Club co
more dancing, exc
and even more fur

c

Brain
Sudoku

MICHAEL CROUCH is
a guest sports columnist
for The Bison. He can be
reached at mcrouch@hard-
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; David Knighton
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CONTINUED from page 2b
All in all, both the men's and
women's golf teams are well on
their"YMYM~ grabbing rnorev·
conference regional attention;;:

,,

and recognition, but with only
one more tournament left this
fall, both teams must continue
on the-successful paths they have
blazed thus' far.''' '
· ' 1 t;~-

The men's team will wrap up the
full season Monday and Tuesday in
Hot Springs, Ark., and the Lady
Bisonswill finish-Oct:2.l ·and2-2
in Memphis, TenrU ·•
• ::-.;:'

4

• D2footbalfcom's Na-

tional Offensive Ptayer
of the Week

I

'

'

I
I

•Threw a school record

..five to pa~ses against
West Georgia. -

Harding Records and
Milestones Achieved· In
The Fall of 2007 ·
in HU history (40).

FOOTBALL
David Knighton:
• Most touchdown
passes in a game (5).
• 4th most passing yards in a game
(401).
Zac Ross:
• Most return yards
in a game (199).
TEAM:
• Most fumbles
forced in a game (5).
• Fe.atured for the
··first time in school
history on SportsCenter's Top 10 plays
(No. 3).

'

SOCCER
Kendyl Washburn:

MEN'S GOLF
Andrew Reynolds:
• Two-round tournament score (143).
TEAM:
• Two-round tourna·
ment score (583).

WOMEN'S GOLF
TEAM:
• Two.round tournament score (686).

CROSS COUNTRY
Daniel Kirwa:
• Record for 5-mile
race (23:30).

VOLLEYBALL
Manuela Nesheva:

• Most career goals

• Three highest sin·

''":,;:,:

ally in passjng yards

.

£'"'

-

• Most attack attempts in a match
(75) .
• Most service aces
in a match (7).
• In the top five nationally in kills per game
~

Leah Tepe:
• Most assists in a 3game match (57) .

1 Deck member
5 Mooned about

M~F 7am - Midnight
Sat & Sun 8 - Midnight

e

10 Trade
14 Swear
15 Paradigm
16 Robe
17 Soupcon
18 Fetid
20 Idols
22 Degrees
23 Sleep sounds
24 Giveway
26 Font style, for
short
28 Affirmative
29 Ginger
32 Forest
35 Anger
37 AJudd
39 Guns the motor
40 Slipper, for sho
41 Drop out
42 Novelist Loos
44 Actress Arthur
45 Ill-natured
46 _ _ demer
47 __ Guevara
49 Walking stick
51 Ringo, for one
53 Cowboy
exhibitions
57 Once popular
songs
60 Flare-up,
emotionally
62 Punchor
locomotive garllj
64 Designer Chanel
65 __ of Green
Gables
66 Embark

Meredith Rosenbaum:
• Most digs in a 3game match (33).
•Most digs in a 5game match (43).
TEAM:
• Most kills in a 3game match (64).
• Most assists in a 3game match (61) .
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Dancing Through Life
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Was he being malicious? No,
it has all been a big misunderstanding. Right.
My next favorite might not
be as familiar co even our more
serious sports fans out there.
But, so that you can catch
up with the rest of us, go co
YouTube and look up "baseball
manager." The first video you'll
see wiH be of the Mississippi
Braves minor-league baseball
team manager, Phillip Wellman.
What Wellman did might
be the most bizarre, surprising coaching rant that I have
ever seen. After the umpire has
made some debatable balls-andstrikes calls earlier, Wellman
came flying out of his dugout
to make his protests known. Of
course he couldn't do this from
the dugout; he had to make his
remarks about half of an inch
away from the um pi res face. I
sure hope he didn't spit.
Now, if Wellman stopped
there, that would be your
typical baseball manager rant.
What ensued makes it legendary.
Wellman followed his shouting match by completely covering home place with dirt and
outlining a larger home plate
around it. A sensible move.
Bur he didn't stop there.
He then stole third. No, no,
no. Not like char. He walked
to third base, pulled' it out of
the ground and then tossed the
base into the outfield.
Keep in mind - this is a
grown-up.
But he's not finished. Then,
on his belly, he slithered to the
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By KEVIN LILLIS
student reporter

before. In October, we had a
Halloween theme where we
held a costume contest and
Lauren and I won the best
couple award; we were the
Phantom of the Opera and
Christine.
Getting to dance for a
fourth year was a little different than the other years.
We now had to apply and be
selected for Cotillion. About
60 couples are selected for
Cotillion and happily, Lauren
and I were selected. Being in
Cotillion involved attending
extra rehearsals, learning new
dances like the Polka and the
Special Waltz, which happens
to be my favorite dance, as
well as helping instruct one
of the classes for the first and
second year students.
I was so in love with dancing by this point, I couldn't
stop now. I applied to become
a Lead. About 10 or 12
couples are chosen to become
Leads and I was selected. I was
now in charge of a class and
the head of a group of Cotillion members. My job was to
assist the owners in instructing
classes, get decorations ready
for big dances and guide the
other Cotillion members who
helped teach the classes with
me.

L

The referee was likely
very tired and needed
to take a seat. So,
when the referee made
a questionable call,
Mr. Knight was kind
enough to toss him a
seat

auren Murray was the
prettiest girl in the seventh grade, so naturally,
I had a crush on her.
My parents had been
threatening to send me to
dance and etiquette lessons
for almost a year and a half I
was completely opposed to it
at first, but then the thought
occurred to me that I could
ask the .oh-so-beautiful La~ren
to take the lessons with me.
When I finally got up the
courage to ask her, she said
yes, and thus started my career
as a ballroom dancer.
The dance center where
my partner and I took lessons was called Social. The
first two years of Social were
spent learning the basics. We
learned various line dances
such as the Twist, Amos Moses
and the Electric Slide, as well
as some classical dances like
the Fox Trot and the Waltz.
At this level the dances were
pretty watered down, so if we
wanted to continue for a third
year to improve on our skills,
we could join Dance Club.
Dance Club consisted of
more dancing, exciting themes
and even more fun than

pitcher's mound and picked
up the rosin bag and, biting it
like a grenade, threw it toward
home plate.
Ladies and Gentlemen: I
believe this is advanced communication.
There are other stories to
recount: the recent rii"ade of
Oklahoma State football coach
Mike Gundy as he blasted
the media for its coverage of
a player. Who, us? Surely the
newspaper wouldn't cover a
sports athlete? Gasp! Or former
Indianapolis Colts head coach
Jim Mora using his high voice
to fight back questions of
whether or not his team would
be making the playoffs.
So, next rime when your
kids team needs a coach for the
upcoming soccer season, think
it over. Do you have what it
takes co be a coach? Are you
willing to be quiet when you
don't like a particular quote?
Or, even better, do you have
the creativity to be in the
Coaching Rants Hall of Fame?

Through dancing, I
have learned many
skills that have stuck
with me all my life.
Every year we prepared for
our Spring Formal. The Spring
Formal has become an annual tradition in Augusta, Ga.
1Housands of people came to
the civic center in downtown
Augusta to see their sons,
daughters, nephews, nieces or
grandchildren perform their
years-worth of hard work.
Through dancing, I have
learned many skills that have
stuck with me all my life.
I have learned how to treat
a woman with respect, to
be confident in myself and
gained social skills that come
in handy even now.
My dancing career did not
end when I stopped taking
lessons, though. Since starting
college, I have spent several
semesters teaching dance to
others, and I have been able
t~ bless numerous people
with many of the blessings
I received through ballroom
dancing. It will always be a
part of who I am, and I always
get excited to share it with
someone willing to learn.
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Harding Squirrels

By AMANDA PRUITT
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Money for Pizza

By ALEX BLAIR
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Play Delivers Dark Humor
"Arsenic And Old Lace" First Show In New Ulrey Center

Brain Teasers: Puzzles & Games
Sudoku

MICHAEL CROUCH is
a guest sports columnist
for The Bison. He can be
reached at mcrouch@harding.edu
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The Bison Crossword

By ZACH WILKERSON
student reporter

A

s many of you know,.
Homecoming is rapidly approaching, and
with it a theatrical production
of "The Wizard of Oz." However, you won't have to wait
until November to enjoy a
good play. This weekend there
will be a showing of the classic
play "Arsenic and Old Lace."
"Arsenic and Old Lace" is
the story of the very mange
and eccentric Brewster family.
Old spjnsrer .sisters Abby and
Martha seem like your average sweet old ladies, bur they
share a twisted secret that is
both disturbing and humorous
in its execution.
Teddy and Jonathan
Brewster, nephews of Abby
and Martha, are each strange
in their own regards. Teddy
believes he is Theodore Roosevelt and spends his time digging "canals," while Jonathan
is a maniacal criminal whose
appearance has been altered to
look like that of Boris Karloff,
an old horror actor, by his
friend Dr. Einstein.
The only sane member
of the Brewster family is
Teddy and Jonathan's brother,
Mortimer. The story kicks
off when Mortimer makes a
startling discovery under the
window sear lid at Martha

and Abbey's house. The cast of is more outgoing. Shipp and
characters also includes MorMorgan Scharff both sai\I
timer's fiancee, Elaine, and her there was difficulty in porfather, Reverend Harper.
traying the Brewster sisters
The play is directed by Dr.
because of their age.
"They haven't completely
Morris Ellis, and is roughly
slowed down, but they aren't
his 50th directed play. He has
also designc;;d the sets for more as agile as a middle-aged perthan 200 plays and has been
son," Shipp said.
Shipp said she "enjoys
the technical director for more
playing crazy people," which
than 250 plays over a span of
37 years. He chose the play
helped her jump into the
role of Martha. Ben Scharff
because he needed a play to
shbwcase three seniors: Sarah
also said he enjoyed playing a
Shipp, Morgan Scharff and
mentally deranged character,
Ben Scharff', who are comalthough his role required him
pleting their senior semin~r. HJ toJ:~rµsJ:i. UH OJ.l. his hjstQ~;.a, 11 :11 ,· ,
t 1 little . ~
· ,. 1 ) ·" • 1:-i1 111..J J
and he believed "Arsenic'
"I'm not a Teddy Rooswould be a good showcase of
evelt expert after all," Ben
their skills. Shipp, who plays
Scharff said in rcfere·nce to
Martha, is also in charge of
his character's unique identity
set decorations and props.
She has been planning the set
complex.
The play will rake place
since the spring and began
in the new, unfinished Ulrey
building it about three weeks
ago. Morgan Scharff (Abbey)
Center. While slightly hard
to find, directions have been
is in charge of costuming,
while Ben Scharff (Teddy) is
posted around campus.
Whether you're a drama
the Dramaturg, the person in
charge of researching the play
enthusiast, a lover of classic
and its characters.
plays or you're just looking for
Shipp and Morgan Scharff
something to do, be sure to
described their characters
check out "Arsenic and Old
as late middle-aged, very
Lace." You will be in for a
sweet, grandma-like women.
night of dark humor, a genre
that is often overlooked in this
They enjoy doing good for
day. It will at least give you a
other people but have warped
ethical ideas. Martha is the
reason to stay away from wine.
younger of the two and is
I'm not one to spoil story, so
more timid and concerned
you'll have to find out why for
with propriety, while Abbey
yourself.
1
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1 Deck member
5 Mooned about
10 Trade
14 Swear
15 Paradigm
16 Robe
17 Soupcon
18 Fetid
20 Idols
22 Degrees
23 Sleep sounds
24 Give way
26 Font style, for
short
28 Affirmative
29 Ginger
32 Forest
35 Anger
37 AJudd
39 Guns the motor
40 Slipper, for short
41 Drop out
42 Novelist Loos
44 Actress Arthur
45 Ill-natured
46
de mer
47
Guevara
49 Walking stick
51 Ringo, for one
53 Cowboy
exhibitions
57 Once popular
songs
60 Flare-up,
emotionally
62 Punch or
locomotive garage
64 Designer Chanel
65 - - of Green
Gables
66 Embark
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67
68
69
70

Despot
Fewer
Squalid
Dried-up

lllll!ll
1 Bivouacs
2 Characteristic
of birds
3 Rocket type
4 Most gloomy
S Silver wattle
6 Asian country
7 Paralysis
8 Pride
9 LA. athlete

10 Violin name,
for short
11 Cherry, for one
12 Malaria
13 Blowover
19 Acrylic
21 Acquires
2S Emetic
27 Supple
29 Decant
30 Actor Jannings
31 Shame
32 Streetcar
33 Rockfish
34 Malevolent
36 Seafood
38 Conduits

43 Emoted
45 Prig
48 Chops up, as
potatoes
SO Major
thoroughfare
51 Trig. functions
52 Path
54 Notched
SS Wilde, for one
56 Saltaway
57 Viva voce
58 Only
59 Harasses for
payment
61 Expended
63 Singleton

Answers In Next Issue
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Sp'ongeBob LessonPants: Wisdom For·All Ages
LESLIE GILES

My
Flagpole

I

f you walk into Kendall dorm's
lobby on a Monday, Wednesday
or Friday between 1 and 2 p.m.,
you'll see me at the front desk with a
big grin on my face.
I'm watching SpongeBob.
Sometimes people shoot me
incredulous looks, as if to say, "We're
in college. Why are you watching
cartoons?" I simply smile at them
and continue to laugh at the hilarious
antics on the television screen.
I think some people arc so stuck in
the mindset of being "grown-up" college students that they fail to see the
nuggets of wisdom e~bedded in this
show. While I laugh at the misadventures of these strange sea critters, I am

The crip goes awry, however, when
SpongeBob and Patrick accidentally
launch the rocker while crying to
alien-proof ic. ~ey circle the moon,
land back in Bikini Bottom and begin
to round up their neighbors, chinking
they're on the moon and their friends
are aliens in disguise.
They have a fantastic time hunting aliens, and OQ.Ce the rocker is
crammed full of their bound, captive
neighbors, SpongeBob and Patrick
decide co return home. The only
problem is that when they circle che
moon the second time, they run out
of gas. They realize their error when
they get out of the rocker and see
earth far below them. Sandy's irritated
voice brings chem back to reality:
"SpongeBob, the aliens would like a
word with you."
If your friends offer to help, let
them. Patrick decides to help SpongeBob pass his driving test by sticking a
walkie-talkie inside SpongeBob's head
in "Boating School." After the an-

amazed ac the profound thoughts I
failed to notice when I watched chis
show as a kid.
As I watched Spongebob this week,
I decided to write down a few of che
lessons I thought were particularly
evident.
Beauty is in the eye of the
beholder. In "Squeaky Boors," Mr.
Krabs convinces SpongeBob to buy an
old pair of fishing boors, telling him
they once belonged co the most famous fry cook of all time. His name's
not important, bur he was famous all
right.
These hideous boots squeak with
every step. SpongeBob is completely
enamored of chem, bur everyone else
cringes when they hear him coming.
He doesn't notice cheir irritation with
the noisy shoes. He loves his boors,
which is all that matters.
Take time to reevaluate your perspective. In "Sandy's Rocket," Sandy
gives SpongeBob permission to tag
along on an expedition to che moon.

cenna is hidden by a large cowboy hat, Squidward's pride makes him force his
way into the clubhouse. He realizes
SpongeBob sets off to ace the test.
his mistake once he is stuck inside,
SpongeBob drives beautifully until
jammed together with SpongeBob
the instructor casually comments char
and Patrick. When he tries to leave,
SpongeBob is doing so well, it almost
seems as though he is cheating. When - the clubhouse is slingshot into a
jungle, where the three spend weeks
he realizes he's cheating, SpongeBob
starts co drive erratically and confesses struggling to survive.
If Squidward had been able to
he is, indeed, cheating. Needless
ignore what he thought were insults,
co say, he fails che driving test. But
he could have avoided an unpleasant
SpongeBob passes the character test,
situation.
and he knows Patrick is a true friend.
College students should reconsider
Prid'i goes before destruction.
turning their noses up at cartoons.
Or, in the case of "Club SpongeBob,"
This fun show, with humorous plots
pride goes before being Hung to a
and zany dialogue, has more depth
distant wilderness.
than is initially thought. Even \:hough
Squidward is incensed when
he lives in a pineapple under the sea,
SpongeBob and Patrick tell him he
can't join their club. Their exact words SpongeBob SquarePants teaches some
thought-provoking lessons to both
are:
children and adults.
"You and your nose will definitely
not fit in."
"You couldn't get in even if you
LESLIE GILES serves as the features editor for the 2007-2008
tried."
Bison. She may be contacted at
They really mean the clubhouse is
lgiles@harding.edu
too small for any more members, bur

:Actions Louder Than Words
By JORDAN HARRIS
student reporter

0

n Thursday, 0. ct. 5,
2007, around 1:15
p.m., I had the pleasure of intcrvieW'ing Dr. Tom
Statom.
We spoke of people. He
came to Harding in 1961
because of family connections
and pledged Sub-T 16. In
those days, Dr. Cliff Ganus
was the sponsor of the club
and, afong with Dr. Pryor,
became a strong role model for
young Tom.
The students would prank
each other, playing tricks like
stacking all of a dorm mate's
furniture pyramid style to
the ceiling or filling a room
with balloons. On one occasion, a friend of his caught a
fish, brought it back to the
dorm, turned on the showers,
stopped the drain and let the
fish free, flooding the entire
Hoor in the process.
Back then, they did not

Brain Teasers

Harding
Happenings
Movies in the
Benson:
"Transformers"
Friday, Oct. 12
7 and 9 p.m.
"Ratatouille"
Saturday, Oct. 13
7 and 9 p.m.
"The Pursuit of
Happyness"
Friday, Oct. 19
7 and 9 p.m.
"Freedom Writers"
Saturday, Oct. 20
7 and 9 p.m.

that while Harding was nor
heaven on earth or a city upon
a hill, it had great potential
to be a place where one could
certainly grow and learn more
about oneself and God.
Bue what I heard loudest
were Dr. Statom's actions.
When I first entered the
room, che first thing that came
our of his mouth was, couldn't
I find someone more interesting to interview. He is a man
of great humility. When asking
about the one year he caught
ac a hormone-infested junior
high school, he said it was just
okay, but he wasn't going to
complain, because you could
complain about anything if
you wanted to.
Wisdom, self control and
contentment. This is not whac
I was looking for when I was
interviewing Dr. Statom, bur
rather what I naturally noticed
about a man who, though he
has major faulrs and flaws, has
spent a lifetime marinating in
che presence of the Lord.

have weekend excursions to
Heber Springs, because in '61
most students, in a class of
around 1,200, did not have
a car. Young men almost had
to sign away their birthright,
their first born and their soul
co take a date to Little Rock
We spoke of Harding. He
lived in Armstrong when there
were only three ocher men's
dorms on .campus besides
Armstrong: Graduate, East
Apartments and Wesc Apartments. He told of how the
Ganus Building used to be
the student center, and how
the cafeteria used co be under
Pattie Cobb. They were the
days a school week started on
Tuesday and went through
Saturday, with the weekend
being Sunday and Monday.
We spoke of lost professors and forgotten friends,
and with a small nostalgic
smile, he told of how he met
his wife when he returned
to Harding as a Professor of
History. I listened as he said
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TAYLOR DURHAM IThe Bison
Freshmen Alex McClain, left, and Courtney Boyd study by the Lily Pond in front of the
Administration Building. Many students spent time outside, taking advantage of the recent
cool weather.
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Plays:
''Arsenic and 0 Id
Lace"
October 11-13
Ulrey Performing
Arts Center
7 p.m.
-"Three· Viewings"
October 18-20
Reynolds Recital
"' fHall
p.m.

lnvisalign~ Open

Friday, Nov. 9TH 9:00AM - 3:00PM

The Bison Crossword

Dr. Todd Wyatt will be providing
lnvisalign trcatmcrit consultations
to answer your questions about
lnvisalign treatment, the clear way
to straighten teeth. If you have
wondered if Invisalign is right for
you,
ask
the
scheduling
coordinator to schedule you fur an
appointment!

Answers To Last Week's Crossword

I IT

TODD WYAIT, DMD• TIM DUKE, DDS
WITH STAFF

t

Clubs:
Club Week
Oct. 21-26

House

SEARCY DENTAL ASSOCIATES, P.A.
710 MARION ST. SUITE 302

For eligible lnvisalign Open House
patients: FREE teeth whitening
with lnvisalign treatment and
FREE consultation!

nvisalign®
LEARN HOW TO SMILE AGAIN.

268-3666
... Invisalign Open House and assodared promotions arc hosted and sponsored by Dr. Todd Wyatt and not by Align Technology, Inc.

